Annex B2 – Draft Method for damage & loss assessment and risk mapping, trail
runs for pilot area

Disclaimer
The following methodology has been developed by HKV Consultants on behalf of the World Bank Group
and was delivered in August 2020. The development of the methodology is part of the Reimbursable
Advisory Service on Technical Support for the Preparation of Flood Risk Management Plans for Romania,
that the World Bank is implementing on behalf of the Romanian Ministry for Environment, Water and
Forests.
Integral part of this methodology is a national flood and damage database that is currently being
developed and populated based on the approach described in this document. The additional information
needed to implement this methodology, including the exposure data sets and depth-damage functions
will be made available by the World Bank.
The Methodology has not been formally accepted by the Romanian Government yet and still might be
subject to further adjustments during its implementation for the development of the second cycle flood
risk management plans.
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Definitions and acronyms
Definition
Impact

Exposed to flooding

Acronyms
CITD
CLC
Di
DID
DTD
EAD
ETR89-LAEA, EPSG:3035
Fd(h)
FE
GDP
IDD
ITD
Stereo70, EPSG:3844
LOL
MAI
MMAI
MHI
MMHI
MLOL
MIO
N
NPAR
PLL
ΔP
RP
SIRUTA
TD
TID
TTD

Description
The adverse of flooding on the society in general: human
health, cultural heritage, the environment and economic
activities.
People/assets at risk of flooding.

Description
Coefficient ratio
Corine Land Cover
Average damage of the two events with exceedance
probabilities Pi and Pi+1
Direct Intangible Damage (€/m2)
Direct Tangible Damage
Expected Annual Damage
ETRS89 Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area
Mortality fraction / fatality rate (%)
Evacuation fraction (also evacuation effectiveness)
Gross domestic product
Indirect Intangible Damage (€/m2)
Indirect Tangible Damage
Romanian National Projection System, Stereographic 1970
Loss of Life (people/km2)
Morbidity and Injuries (people/km2)
Monetary value for Morbidity and Injuries (€/person)
People with Mental Health Issues (people/km2)
Monetary value for People with Mental Health Issues
(€/person)
Monetary value for Loss of Life (€/person)
Million
Loss of life estimate (number of casualties)
Number of people at risk
Annual Potential Loss of Life
Exceedance Probability increment
Return Period
Locality National Code
Total Damage
Total Intangible Damage
Total Tangible Damage
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Summary
This document provides an overview of the methodology for Damage & Loss assessment and Risk
Mapping in Romania. It is designed to allow the Romanian authorities to comply with the
requirements from EU Floods Directive and supports the Romanian authorities in establishing flood
risk management plans (and evaluate the effectiveness of potential flood risk measures). To enable
assessment of flood risk measures, the World Bank has commissioned the project “Developing for
Romania a methodology for building and the development of a comprehensive flood damage and loss
database and a methodology for producing flood risk maps”. This project is part of a cluster of projects
in which the methodology for the technical support of flood risk management plans in Romania is
being developed:
1. Preparation of the methodology of flood hazard modelling;
2. Preparation of the methodology for flood damage and loss modelling and flood risk mapping (this
project);
3. Program of Measures – preparing the decision-making process of flood risk management;
The damage and loss methodology (this project) is aimed to determine the aggregated losses over the
flood extent of large scale flooding. The flood hazard maps (resulting from the methodology from the
first project in the list above) serve as input. The results of this project serve as input to the program
of measures (i.e. in the cost benefit analysis and the multi criteria analysis).

Goal and outline of the methodology
The goal of the methodology for Damage & Loss assessment and Risk Mapping is:
• To comply with the EU Flood Directive.
• To determine the (monetized) damages and loss of flooding in Romania.
• To determine risk maps for flooding in Romania.
• To quantify the effect of potential flood risk protection and mitigation measures to make informed
decisions in flood risk management.
In this methodology, two approaches are distinguished:
1. Damage & Loss assessment and Risk Mapping to quantify the adverse effects of floods (and
monetize them). The total damage and the four subcomponents: (1) direct tangible, (2) indirect
tangible, (3) direct intangible, and (4) indirect intangible damage.
2. Impact assessment1 to determine the adverse of flooding on the society in general: human health,
cultural heritage, the environment and economic activities.

General Procedure of Damage & Loss assessment and Risk Mapping
The methodology of damage & loss assessment and risk mapping is based on a 7-step procedure. This
procedure also focusses on intermediate (quality) checks. Step 7 focuses on storing the results in
national databases.
1. Create & improve the exposure, hazard, and population distribution maps.
The input for the damage and loss assessment is quality checked before use. The input of the
methodology consists of:
1

The impact assessment is designed to comply with the EU Flood Directive and provide input to the Multi Criteria Analysis.
It is not designed to be fully compliant with the EU Environmental Impact Assessment Direct.
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a. Hazard maps2 containing (1) the maximum water depth, (2) flow velocity. Resulting
parameters (such as the dragging parameters are to be established based on the provided
input). The hazard maps will be available for four types of flooding (pluvial, fluvial, coastal and
flash flooding) and various return periods.
b. Exposure data and maps on the population densities.
c. The damage and loss methodology (i.e. damage curves, max. damage percentages, etc.
specified for all available typologies in the exposure database).
2. Apply the damage & loss approach to determine damage and loss maps for all flood hazard
scenarios.
Details and characteristics are provided in the chapter below.
3. Quality check on intermediate results
Inspect and assess the results to spot, correct or improve input. Potentially recompute the results.
Assess the accuracy of the input and results to get a general understanding of the results.
4. Determine the total damage for each flood type and return period
Determine the total damage maps based on the summation of the four subcomponents: (1) direct
tangible, (2) indirect tangible, (3) direct intangible, and (4) indirect intangible damage.
5. Determine the Annual Expected Value
Determine the annual expected value.
6. Create metadata & describe the process and accuracy for all input and output data
For each computation a metadata file describing the dataset should be provided according to the
INSPIRE Technical Guideline on metadata, version 2.0, that can be consulted at
https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/metadata-iso19139.
7. Integrate the input and output into the national wide flood risk maps
The results are stored in the database. A comprehensive report and metadata are generated as
well together with the database. The results can be aggregated by other spatial units than the
flood extents such as the river basin / ASPFR, village or town or administrative Units.

Impact Assessment
The impact assessment aims to determine the adverse effects of flooding on the society in general:
human health, cultural heritage, the environment and economic activities. This assessment aims to
comply with the EU Flood Directive and provide input to the Multi Criteria Analysis when analyzing
the effects of potential flood protection and mitigation measures. The following procedure is applied.
1. Check input and create categories for impact assessment.
The input for the damage and loss assessment is quality checked before use. The input of the
methodology consists of:
a. Hazard maps containing the maximum water depth. The hazard maps will be available for four
types of flooding (pluvial, fluvial, coastal and flash flooding) and various return periods.
b. Exposure data and maps on the population densities (incl. location of vulnerable groups).
c. Categories for which the impact needs to be determined. They are detailed in the Flood
Directive and the Multi Criteria Analysis.
2

This needs to be confirmed with the outcome of the parallel project
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2. Cluster the categories based on the exposure data.
Determine the location of assets which fall in specific categories of the impact assessment. In
example for the categories:
• Cultural heritage: determine the location of churches, museums, monuments, etc.
• Human Health: determine the location of hospitals, doctors’ office, clinic, nursing home, etc.
• Emergency response: determine the location of ambulance, fire brigade, hospital, etc.
• Utility services: Power stations, water purification, pumping stations, etc.
• Transport: Roads, highways, rails and railway stations, airports, distribution center, etc.
• Marginalized communities: location of vulnerable of marginalized communities.
3. Determine the impact
Determine the impact by assessing if the locations of a particular category are affected by flooding
(outcome yes / no – potentially applying a threshold for the maximum water level of i.e. 10 cm)
and count the number of assets, locations of people being exposed to flooding. Determine the
impact for all available hazard scenarios (types of flooding and probabilities of occurrence).
Construct maps to show the locations of affected assets, locations of people (for all types of
flooding and probabilities of occurrence).

Damage & Loss model
The total damage and loss is calculated based on four subcomponents: (1) direct tangible, (2) indirect
tangible, (3) direct intangible, and (4) indirect intangible damage. Damage modelling is strongly
dependent on the availability and quality of the exposure data and should be in line with this data. In
the damage and loss model three levels are distinguished based on the availability of exposure data:
• Level 1 uses readily available open source data which is available for all of Romania. Examples are
Corine Land Cover (CLC) or BEAM. This level uses a land-use based approach to damage modelling.
• Level 2 the land-use typologies from the Urban Atlas which is available for 24 regions in Romania.
This Atlas is similar to CLC, BEAM and OSM except that it has more typologies in the urban areas
compared to CLC, BEAM and OSM. This level therefore also uses a land-use based approach to
damage modelling.
• Level 3. Level three is the object-based method which a high level of detail (comparable to
international damage models such as HAZUS [USA], MCM [UK] and SSM [NL]).
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Tangible damage
The following principles are applied for the assessment of the direct and indirect tangible damage:
– A damage curve, max. damage value and percentage for the indirect damage will be provided for
all relevant typologies (the exposure / land use classes). It will be in line with the available exposure
data. The methodology will be in line with international standards in the field of damage modelling
and are tailored to fit the Romanian context.
– For most of the typologies the damage curve will be based on the water depth only (as is common
in international literature). In exceptional cases other explanatory parameters can be used (for
example the flood duration for agriculture and potentially the velocity for flash flooding). In the
case of other explanatory parameters used, it is checked that they will be available from flood
hazard modelling. The type of flooding (pluvial, fluvial, flash or coastal flooding) will be considered
in the approach, i.e. by a modified damage in case of salt water intrusion.
– The direct tangible damage will be specified for the structure and the content of buildings (or
related typologies).
– The indirect tangible damage will be determined as a percentage of the direct tangible damage.
The percentage is likely to be dependent on the typology (the exposure / land use classes) and the
water depth.
The outcome of this should be at least the summed damage for the flooded area and maps with the
spatial distribution of damage [per grid cell] for all scenarios in the hazard modelling (various
probabilities of occurrence and types of flooding). This is for the total tangible damage and the two
subcomponents: (1) direct tangible, and (2) indirect tangible damage.
It is recommended to also save intermediate results of damage and loss modelling for in-depth
analysis of the results (and quality checks).
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Intangible damage
The following principles are applied for the assessment of the direct and indirect intangible damage.
• The loss of life approach will use as an input: (1) the population distribution, (2) flood
characteristics (type of flooding and the characteristics of flooding such as flood depth, dragging
parameters, flow velocity or rise rate) and (3) general information on the DRR-strategy of
authorities (expressed as an evacuation percentage, availability of DRR-plans, warning time, etc.).
Loss of life approaches will be determined based on computationally simple models such as a
method using a fixed mortality percentages, using depth-mortality curves or the dragging
parameter. No numerical model or agent based modelling (such as LifeSIM) will be considered for
loss of life assessments.
• The morbidity is calculated using a mortality vs. morbidity ratio. The expected number of people
with injuries is then determined using a similar approach so as to determine the expected number
of casualties.
• The number of people suffering from mental health effects (indirect intangible damage) is
determined as a fraction of the population at risk and will be based on international literature.
• The exposed people, expected casualties and injuries as well as the number of people suffering
from mental health impacts are monetized.
The outcome of this should be at least:
• Summed damage for the flooded area and maps with the spatial distribution of damage [per grid
cell] for all scenarios in the hazard modelling (various probabilities of occurrence and types of
flooding). This for the total intangible damage and the two subcomponents: (1) direct intangible,
and (2) indirect intangible damage.
• The population at risk, casualties, injuries and people suffering from mental health issues which
are summed for the flooded area and maps produced with the spatial distribution of the value
[per grid cell] for all scenarios in the hazard modelling (various probabilities of occurrence and
types of flooding).
• A map with the spatial distribution of the annual expected value [per grid cell] of the mortality for
all scenarios in the hazard modelling (various probabilities of occurrence and types of flooding).

Risk modelling and the Annual Expected Values
The annual expected value is the basis for the risk mapping. In the case of hazard maps for multiple
types of flooding, the AED for compound flooding is summed assuming independence between the
hazards. At the moment of writing it is unclear to what extent compound flooding is relevant to the
Areas of Potential and Significant Flood Risk. It is recommended to (1) [pragmatically] correct for the
summation of the AED following from the assumption of independence between events if it turns out
this leads to a significant overestimation of the results and (2) take compound flooding into
consideration when interpreting the effectiveness of potential flood protection and mitigation
measures [and thus ensuring the effect of measures is not over estimated].
The outcome for risk mapping should be at least:
• Summed annual expected damage for the flooded area and maps with the spatial distribution of
the annual expected damage [per grid cell]. This for the total damage and the four
subcomponents: (1) direct tangible, (2) indirect tangible, (3) direct intangible, and (4) indirect
intangible damage.
• Summed annual expected value for the flooded area and a map with the spatial distribution of
the annual expected value [per grid cell] of the population at risk, number of casualties, number
of injuries and number of people suffering from mental health issues.
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•
•
•

A map with the spatial distribution of the annual expected value [per grid cell] of the mortality
(indicating the probability of loss of life).
Summed annual expected value for the flooded area and a map with the spatial distribution of
the annual expected value [per grid cell] of the impact (also see impact assessment).
When relevant, the above listed outputs should be generated for the various different types of
flooding (pluvial, fluvial, coastal, flash flooding) and the (summed) compound flooding.

Accuracy of the results
It is emphasized that the results of damage and loss modelling are preferred to be analysed on the
spatial level of the flood extent (or comparable). It is stressed that the spatially distributed damage
maps [per grid cell] do not provide a prediction for the amount of damage or the loss of life for a
particular location. At most they can indicate hot-spots for damage or places with an increased
probability on loss of life or injury. The general uncertainty range of damage and loss modelling lies in
the order of magnitude of a factor 2 to 5 for the flooded area (i.e. Wagenaar et al. [2015], De Moel
[2014], Kolen et al. [2014] and Winter et al. [2018]). In analysis the results are often analysed on lower
spatial levels than the flooded area. The uncertainties of the outcomes significantly increase when the
results are analysed on these lower spatial levels/scales. We recommend to take this into account
when interpreting the results and the effectiveness of potential flood protection and mitigation
measures.

Cell Size
The cell size used for the computation is to be decided during the assessment. Criteria for this decision
are accuracy available data, cell size used for hazard modelling as well as available time and
computation resources.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Flood Damage and Loss database Romania

This report is prepared in the context of the project “Developing for Romania a methodology for
building and the development of a comprehensive flood damage and loss database and a methodology
for producing flood risk maps”. This project is part of a cluster of projects in which the methodology
for the technical support of flood risk management plans in Romania is being developed:
1. Preparation of the methodology of flood hazard modelling (blue arrow in Figure 1);
2. Preparation of the methodology for flood damage and loss modelling and flood risk mapping (this
project – green arrow in Figure 1);
3. Program of Measures – preparing the decision making process of flood risk management (purple
arrow in Figure 1);
4. Data collect on exposure data (orange arrow in Figure 1).
The damage and loss methodology (this project – green arrow in Figure 1) is aimed to determine the
aggregated losses over the flood extents of large scale flooding. These losses and risks are used to
assess the impact of flood protection measures in cost benefit analysis and substantiate investment
decision in flood risk management (the blue square in Figure 1).

Figure 1 Schematic overview of initiative in the technical support of flood risk management plans for
Romania
Goal of the project
The goal of the project is to support the Romanian authorities in the development of flood damage
curves to assess flood damage and to produce flood risk maps. After the methodology is developed,
the methods will be applied for three selected pilot sites. During the first cycle of the implementation
of the EU Flood Directive flood hazard and risk maps were already prepared, however is was noted
that the methods applied at the time can be improved. The risks need to be monetized (where it was
qualitative so far) and the approach to assess the risk needs to be uniform for the whole territory of
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Romania. This will support Romanian authorities in making informed decisions on where to invest in
flood risk management projects. This project results in a methodology for flood damage assessment
and flood risk mapping.
The methodical development in the project consists of two principal parts (Error! Reference source
not found.):
1. The development of a damage and loss database. The damage and loss database consist of:
a. The methodology for damage and loss assessment as developed in this project
b. Exposure data for the three pilot areas.
c. A conceptual data model describing the relation between exposure typologies (point b in this
list) and the damage assessment methodology and categories (point a in this list)
2. Methodology for establishing risk maps. It describes computational techniques for calculation of
risk maps.

Figure 2 General overview of the scope of the project
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2

Database construction

The purpose was to review different architectures for databases to determine what is most suitable
for this project, with an emphasis on open source and/or low-cost software.
Activities undertaken:
• To decide on a certain architecture for the database that is most suitable for this project,
performance criteria were established.
• Based on these criteria, different architectures were investigated.
• The architecture of the database was designed to ensure that the exposure data from the above
mentioned World Bank project will be possible to be integrated at a later stage, as this was tested
with the exposure data that was created for the three pilot sites within this assignment.
• As exposure data was created for three levels of details & accuracies for three pilot sites and as
trials were performed with this data for one pilot site, different architectures were reviewed.
• The damage/loss assessment methodology was finalised
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2.1

Database Performance Criteria

To decide on a certain database format and architecture that is most suitable for this project, the
following performance criteria were established:
1. Ease of manipulation/transfer
2. Ease of update
3. Ease of use within a Flood Risk computation software/tool/plugin
4. Familiarity of users to certain formats
The table below shows this evaluation. The numbers in the left column of the table refer to the five
evaluation items below. Higher numbers are used for higher scores. A total of 8 different architectures
are evaluated.
Table 1
Performan
ce Criteria
Score for 1
Details for
criteria 1
Score for 2
Details for
criteria 2

Shapefi
le

Geo
SQLite
Packa
ge
2
3
3
Zip only Simple Simple
(many
(one
(one
files)
file)
file)
1
1
1
No topology

SQL GDB

PostgreSQL
with PostGIS

1
1
Difficult, advanced users
only
4
4
Best as it ensures multiuser
editing
2
Moderate

File GDB

2
Zip only

Pers.
GDB

Geo
TIFF

3
Simple
(1 file)

3
One file per
raster

3
3
Simple, but no concurrent
users

2
Only trough
computation

Score for 3
Details for
criteria 3
Score for 4
Details for
criteria 4

3
Simple

2

2

2

2

3
Best
known

1
Quite
new,
few
users

1
Few
users

1
Few users

Overall
score
Conclusion

9

7

7

2
Well
known,
only for
advanced
users
9

8

9

Suitabl
e, but
not
databas
e

Good
for
Open
Sourc
e
users

Good
for
Open
Source
users

Suitable for
National
Architectur
e, many
people
know it

Best for
National
Architecture,
but need
trained
people

Best
performance,
but disadvantage
for transfer and
hidden structure

2

2
2
Quite well known

10

3
Simple
3
Best known

11

Best for flood risk
experts (vector and
raster)

The File Geodatabase can be a preferred solution in the case where trained GIS experts are employed
and a solid and robust back-up plan is in place and thoroughly tested. The File Geodatabase has clear
advantages including access speed. However, the hidden structure makes it also sensitive for errors
and makes debugging impossible. Further, if one file is missing (e.g. due to power cuts resulting in
forced shutdowns of servers), the database can become unusable.
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Therefore, we propose to deploy a Personal geodatabase as a robust solution. Such a personal
GeoDatabase can be created for one or more river basins or even for the entire country and/or for
one or more flood mechanisms to store the vector data as it will not exceed the limit of 2Gb.
It is recommendable to store raster data separately in GeoTIFF files not due to database size limit
constrains but for proper administration of the database (i.e. backup/compress).
For maintaining the vector data at the national level, an Enterprise Database, such as opensource
PostgreSQL or commercial Microsoft SQL should be used depending on available trained people.
PostgreSQL would be the best choice, being also free, but trained people are required to maintain the
database (i.e. compress, create indexes, backup). For a Microsoft SQL database there are many trained
people, but it involves licence costs. Oracle database is not recommendable for geospatial data due to
high maintenance cost and poor performance without specific fine tuning.
It is still recommended to store the raster data in GeoTIFF files, due to their size and to ensure easier
manipulation, even if they can be imported into the database.
As exposure data was created for three levels of details & accuracies for three pilot sites and as trials
were performed with this data.
Maintaining and updating of the database in the future should be addressed as well. A considerable
effort can be required for this. We recommend to note what is the result from the parallel project on
the collection of exposure data and based on that develop a strategy to maintain the exposure
database.
Table 2

Improvement of Level 1 data (1:100,000),
incl. population, buildings % & classes
Improvement/creation of Level 2 data
(1:25,000-1:10,000), incl. population,
buildings % & classes
Creation of Level 3 data (1:5,000-1:1,000)
for ~2/3 of typologies
Adding attributes for level 3 data for the
rest of ~1/3 typologies and improvement
of the data
Total

Effort used for Dâmbu &
Olănești
man-days/km2
0.05
0.3

2.3
~1

It should be noted that for Dâmbu area, some of the data was available, but still a significant effort
was necessary. In the Dâmbu flooded area of 26.67 km2 there are 394 buildings per square kilometer.
Based on the effort for Dâmbu, it could be considered to use a combination of level 1, 2 and 3 data as
follows:
Table 3 - Conclusions for each level of accuracy for exposed elements
Level
Conclusion based on results obtained
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1
2
3

Level 1 data provides acceptable results in non-urban areas (i.e.:
agriculture), so there is no need for Level 2 or 3 data.
Level 2 data provides acceptable results for urban areas if buildings
% is correctly estimated.
Level 3 data can be produced for some villages & towns just to
calibrate the results for Level 2.

Other factors as well that should be considered for the maintenance and for designing the database
are storage and computational capacities.
Table 4 - Estimated effort for computing and size of data
Dâmbu National level
Flooded area
18.8
44,536
Resolution of hazard data
2
2
(pixel size)
Compute EAD based on 5
26
~60,000
probabilities on PC
3.3
~7,000
(6 core; 32 GB RAM)
Number of raster files for 5 20x5 =
~ 120 grids
probabilities and EAD per
100
50x50 km x 100
river basin (fluvial flood
=
only)
~120,000
Size of raster data
0.05
80-140
(uncompressed)
Size of raster data
0.2
~500
(compressed, not for
computation / display)

4

8

UoM
km2
m

~15,000
~1,800

3750
450

h
days

~120,000

~120,000

files

20-35

5-9

TB

~125

30

GB

The effort was estimated for a 2-metre resolution raster cell. The effort and size of the data should be
divided by 4 if the resolution is doubled. To decrease the effort and the size of the data, higher
resolution data should be considered for processing. For a proper cost-benefit ratio, the
recommendation is to compute the entire country at resolutions higher than 10 meters and to
compute at lower resolutions only in those areas where the damage is high, such as in the main
affected towns and few large affected villages.

2.2

Recommended database methodology and architecture

According to the UML schema at page 25 in the INSPIRE Natural Risk Zone Technical Guideline, there
are four abstract feature types:
1. Observed event
2. Hazard area
3. Exposed element (including the vulnerability of the exposed elements)
4. Risk zone
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Figure 3
Natural Risk Zone INSPIRE Schema used for database structure.
All spatial datasets should be provided using the same Spatial Reference as requested by the EC
(WISE).In addition, datasets shall be provided the Romanian National Projection System, Stereographic
1970 (Stereo70, EPSG:3844). It is also important that both vector datasets described below and raster
datasets (e.g. hazard coverages with peak water depth and peak velocity) use the same projection,
otherwise errors may occur due to reprojection.
The database is described in Annex A and can be further finetuned during the development of the
damage curves, the testing of the methodology and based on the outcome of the parallel projects.
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2.3

Methodology Damage & Loss Assessment

A Damage & Loss and a Flood risk map methodology were developed. For ease of implementation, the
two methodologies were combined into one single process that starts from Hazard Maps, Exposure
data and Population distribution.
• In the first part of the process the damage and loss and their monetary value are determined.
• After assessing the damage and loss results, it can be concluded that input data should be updated
for proper results, or that the results are considered satisfactory.
• If satisfactory, the results of the damage & loss calculation are used as input within the flood risk
maps methodology, to create the Total Damage Flood Risk map, the Expected Annual Damage
Flood Risk Map and to feed the national database with relevant statistics at river basin level,
inhabited named place (town or village) and at administrative unit level outside inhabited areas.
The methodologies took into consideration the need to systematize and standardize the damage, loss
and flood risk mapping in all Romanian river catchments and other flood risk areas and is applicable
to both existing Flood Hazard Maps of APSFR I and the New Hazard Maps from the APSFR II. The main
difference between ASPFR I and ASPFR II is that flood velocity hazard maps are developed only for
ASPFR II. Therefore, the methodology was developed in such a way so that it applies for both
situations, if the water velocity data is available or not. The combined Damage & Loss and Flood risk
maps Methodology was tested on one pilot site.
The following activities were performed:
• Existing flood hazard maps were consulted and compared for the Dâmbu river pilot site. For testing
the methodology, the hazard maps both with and without water velocity data. The expected
Annual Damage (EAD) was computed based on 5 return periods (10, 50, 100, 200, 500 years) which
were produced for Dâmbu river within cycle 2. However, during cycle 1 there could be even fewer
return periods, such as 3 or 4 and in these conditions the EAD will be less accurate.
• hazard maps produced for river Dâmbu were used to test the methodology for fluvial flood
mechanism.
• The EU practices were reviewed and INSPIRE Directive and Jaspers Recommendations were
considered for the development of the methodology. This is the reason why the terminology from
the INSPIRE Directive Technical Guidelines was used in some cases instead of the Flood Directive
terminology, as INSPIRE is more focused on the technical aspects of designing the database
structure and the flood risk maps (i.e. likelihood of occurrence instead of probability). The
following EU documents were mainly considered:
– The INSPIRE Natural Risk Zone Technical Guideline
(https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/nz), which was the main document for
elaborating the database structure.
– “The 2017 JRC Technical Report on Global flood depth-damage functions: Methodology and
the database with guidelines”, available at https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/globalflood-depth-damage-functions-methodology-and-database-guidelines.
– The Jaspers Recommendation
(https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/archive/thefunds/instruments/jaspers_en.cfm).
– The methodology was designed also by having in mind that the full use of this methodology,
including the development of the needed GIS system, is the responsibility of the entity that
develops the FRMP. Therefore, and existing free and open source Flood Risk qGIS plugin was
considered as well. The main documents considered were:
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–

•

•

The article ”FloodRisk: a collaborative, free and open-source software for flood risk analysis”
published in 2017 in the ”Geomatics, Natural Hazards and Risk” journal, available at
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19475705.2017.1388854.
– The user manual of the Flood Risk QGIS plugin available at
https://github.com/FloodRiskGroup/FloodRiskdoc/raw/master/FloodRiskUserManual/Albano_UserManual_FloodRisk_2016.pdf. This plugin
was used to develop and test the proposed methodology to elaborate flood risk maps in
Romania.
All input data for testing the draft methodology for river Dâmbu, was assembled in the database
that was developed such as:
– Flood exposure data for levels 1, 2 and 3 as GIS vector data, including for land use,
constructions/buildings and population.
– Flood hazard data for 5 different return periods: 10, 50, 100, 200 & 500 years (peak water
depth, velocity and dragging).
– Look-up tables for flood damage and loss, used for assessing the vulnerability for tangible &
intangible, direct & indirect damage as GIS layers.
– The flood defences as a GIS layer, with their condition as a “flag”, were not assembled in the
database, as they are not available for the pilot site, so the proposed flood defenses proposed
in ASPFR II were included for river Dâmbu.
All input data for testing the methodology listed above were assembled also in a web-GIS
application that was developed to illustrate the methodology input and results. This application is
accessible at https://gis.essensys.ro/demo/WorldBank.

The methodology is applicable to fluvial, pluvial, coastal and flash floods with certain small differences
in assessing the economic damage and loss of life and subsequently the tangible and intangible
damage.
The output of all these activities is the methodology for flood risk mapping in Romania, as described
below.
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For each selected river basin (fluvial) &
For each selected inhabited named place (pluvial/flash)
Create/Maintain/Improve & Assess accuracy level for input data:

Exposure maps
(vector)

Hazard maps
(raster: depth, velocity)
(pluvial, fluvial, flash)
Alphanumeric data
(damage curves,
maximum damage values)

Output maps (raster):
For each flood mechanism and
return period:
- Vulnerability structure (%)
- Vulnerability content (%)
- Damage structure (€/m2)
- Damage content (€/m2)
- Direct tangible damage (€/m2)
- Indirect tangible damage (€/m2)
- Total tangible damage (€/m2)

(vector)

Loss model:
Direct & Indirect
Intangible damage model
(mortality curves /
percentages)
(mortality, morbidity,
mental health, etc)

Damage model:
Direct & Indirect Tangible
damage model
(depth damage curves)
(indirect damage
percentage)

Damage and Loss methodology

Population
distribution
maps

Output maps (raster):
For each flood mechanism and
return period:
- Population at risk (people/km2)
- Fatality rate without evacuation (%)
- Fatality rate with evacuation (%)
- Loss of life without evac. (p./km2)
- Loss of life with evac. (peopl/km2)
- Expected injuries (people/km2)
- Direct intangible damage (€/m2)
- Mental health (people/km2)
- Indirect Intangible damage (€/m2)
- Total Intangible damage (€/m2)

Assess results &
accuracy. Any
issues? Correct
enough?

No

Flood Risk Maps methodology

Yes
Flood risk maps with assessed accuracy:
For each flood type and return period:
- Total damage (€/m2)
For each flood type:Annual
- Expected annual damage (EAD) & Annual Potential Loss of
Life (PLL)
For all flood types, selected river basins & inhabited places:
- EAD (€/m2) & PLL (people/km2)
Create metadata & describe the process and accuracy
National Flood risk maps (vector) with assessed accuracy:
- EAD (€) & PLL (people) per river basin
- EAD (€) & PLL (people) per inhabited named place
- EAD (€) & PLL (people) per administrative unit

Figure 4 Illustration of Damage and loss methodology (blue) + flood risk maps methodology (green)
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Steps within the Damage & Loss methodology include:
1. Create, maintain & improve the exposure, hazard, and population distribution maps, plus various
alphanumeric data (damage curves, maximum damage values, ratio factors) assessing their
accuracy level.
2. For each selected river basin, for at least 5 return periods & for each selected inhabited named
place:
a. Use exposed elements, hazard maps & alphanumeric data such as damage curves, maximum
damage values and various ratio factors to assess direct, indirect, and total tangible damage.
b. Use population maps, hazard maps & alphanumeric data such as loss of life approach,
mortality/morbidity ratio, and various ratio factors to assess direct, indirect and total
intangible damage (such as population at risk, loss of life, injured population and mental health
affected population).
3. Inspect and assess the results to spot issues in input data and if any, then improve input data and
recompute the above results. When the results are quality checked, assess the accuracy of both
input and output data.
Major steps within the Flood Risk maps methodology:
4. Determine the Total damage for each flood type and return period.
5. Determine the Expected Annual Damage (EAD) and the Annual Potential Loss of Life (PLL) for each
flood type.
6. Create metadata & describe the process and accuracy for all input and output data.
At the national level database:
7. Integrate the input and output into the national wide flood risk maps (vector & raster)
The first three steps (Damage & Loss methodology) are elaborated on in the paragraphs below. The
methodology for risk mapping is described in Chapter 3 (step 4 until 7).

2.3.1

STEP 1 – Create, maintain & improve input data
Exposure maps (polygon)

Population distribution maps (polygon/point)

Figure 5 Population distribution per point (if available) are used to create precise Population
distribution data per polygon
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Figure 6 Example of Hazard maps (raster)
Important note: One of the first steps to be performed is to set the value to NULL/No data for all pixels
that are corresponding to river flow, otherwise the risk figures will be wrong. Setting NULL/No data
values to some pixels in a raster is a GIS operation that can be done by any GIS technician using a free
and open source software or a proprietary one. The steps are: 1 - digitize the river based on hazard
peak water depth map and validate with orthophoto images. Of course, if the DTM is inaccurate, the
results will be also inaccurate. 2 - convert the polygon of the river to raster and set the fill of the
polygon to the NULL/No data value (ie -999). 3 - Combine the two rasters (ie add raster 1 with raster
2). 4 - Set to -999 value for the pixels with values smaller than -900.
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Figure 7 Example of Damage curves are shown below. For the pilot the JRC function are used.
Table 5 Example of maximum damage values used in this pilot are
Type Of
Description
Value
Value
Element
Structure
Content
11000
12110
12120
12130
12210

Urban Fabric
Industrial
Commercial
Public
Fast transit roads and
associated land
Other roads and
associated land
Railways and
associated land
Mineral extraction and
dump sites
Green urban areas
Sports and leisure
facilities
Arable land
Permanent crops
(vineyards)
Orchards

12220
12230
13100
14100
14200
21000
22000
25000

2.3.2

Damage curve

450
300
500
300
500

300
500
800
500
0

JRC Residential
JRC Industrial
JRC Commercial
JRC Industrial
JRC Infrastructure

100

0

JRC Infrastructure

200

0

JRC Infrastructure

1

0

JRC Industrial

20
300

0
50

JRC Agriculture
JRC Agriculture

0.1
1

0
0

JRC Agriculture
JRC Agriculture

0.9

0

JRC Agriculture

Use %
buildin
g
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

STEP 2a – Determine Total Tangible Damage

For each pixel from the peak water depth hazard map, the intensity of the vulnerability, as percentage,
is determined based on damage curve that corresponds to the type of element found in the center of
that pixel. Vulnerability is function of water depth, where the function is represented by the damage
curve:
V=f(h), where:
V – Vulnerability (also referred to as susceptibility index or damage percentage)
h – Peak water depth
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For certain types of exposed elements, different damage curves could exist for different flood
durations.

For certain types of exposed elements are determined both the vulnerability for building structure
and vulnerability for building content as the damage curves can be different.
vulnerability for structure (%)

vulnerability for content (%)
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For each pixel within the vulnerability maps, its value (%) is multiplied with the maximum damage
value for structure/content (€) of the corresponding exposed element. For those exposed element
types that are representing buildings, it is necessary to multiply the obtained value with the
percentage of the buildings within that polygon. Thatis why a necessary step when producing the
exposed elements data, is to multiply the maximum value of the damage for the exposed element
type with the estimated or computed percentage of the buildings within that polygon, in order to
obtain different maximum values of the damage for each polygon.
Depending on type of exposed element:
Ds/c=V x Ms/c or D=V x B x Ms/c
where:
Ds/c – Damage to structure/content (€/m2)
V – Vulnerability (%)
Ms/c – Maximum damage value for structure/content (€/m2)
B – Percentage of buildings within the polygon (%)
damage to structure (€/m2)

damage to content (€/m2)

By summing the damage to structure and damage to contents it is obtained the Direct Tangible
Damage (DTD)
DTD = Ds + Dc
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Indirect Tangible Damage (ITD) is obtained by multiplying the Direct Tangible Damage with a
coefficient ratio (CITD).
ITD = DTDxCITD
Direct Tangible Damage (€/m2)

Indirect Tangible Damage (€/m2)

The Total Tangible Damage (TTD) is obtained by summing the Direct Tangible Damage with the
Indirect Tangible Damage:
TTD = DTD + ITD
Note on the assessment of direct and indirect tangible damage
This chapter describes the principal approach on the assessment of the direct
and indirect tangible damage. The following principles are applied:
– A damage curve, max. damage value and percentage for the indirect
damage will be provided for all relevant typologies (the exposure / land use
classes). It will be in line with the available exposure data.
– For most of the typologies the damage curve will be based on the water
depth only (as is common in international literature). In exceptional cases
other explanatory parameters can be used (for example the duration for
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–
–

agriculture and potentially the velocity for flash flooding). In the case of
other explanatory parameters used, it is checked that they will be available
information from flood hazard modelling. The type of flooding (pluvial,
fluvial, flash or coastal flooding) will be considered in the approach, i.e. by
a modified damage in case of salt water intrusion.
The direct tangible damage will be specified for the structure and the
contents of buildings (or related typologies).
The indirect tangible damage will be determined as a percentage of the
direct tangible damage. The percentage is likely to be dependent on the
typology (the exposure / land use classes) and the water depth.

The outcome this should be at least:
– Summed damage for the flooded area and maps with the spatial
distribution of damage [per grid cell] for all scenarios in the hazard
modelling (various probabilities of occurrence and types of flooding). This
for the total tangible damage and the two subcomponents: (1) direct
tangible, and (2) indirect tangible damage.
It is recommended to also save intermediate results of damage and loss
modelling for in-depth analysis of the results (and quality checks). This was also
done in the pilot.
It is emphasized that the results of damage and loss modelling should be
analyzed on the spatial level of the flood extent (or comparable). The spatially
distributed damage maps [per grid cell] do not provide a prediction for the
amount of damage or the loss of life for a particular location. At most they can
indicate hot-spots for damage or places with an increased probability of loss of
life or injury. The general uncertainty range of damage and loss modelling lies
in the order of magnitude of a factor 2 to 5 (i.e. Wagenaar et al. [2015], De Moel
[2014], Kolen et al. [2014] and Winter et al. [2018]). This factor significantly
increases when the results are analyzed on lower spatial levels/scales.

2.3.3

STEP 2b – Determine Total Intangible Damage

Population at risk
Population at risk is derived from the Population distribution at polygon level, for each pixel within the
polygon, by dividing the population per polygon with the surface of polygon expressed in square
kilometres. The size of the pixel should be the same with the size of the pixel of the hazard maps, in
this case 2 metres. All pixels falling in the same polygon would have the same value of people/km 2.
The population at risk is equal to the number of people being exposed to flooding.
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Loss of Life (mortality)
The mortality function is specific per flood type.
For flash flooding an average mortality ratio of 3.6% (0.036) is used - based on Jonkman [2007]. The
average mortality for pluvial flooding is 0.05% (0.0005) - based on Jonkman [2007]. A threshold is
potentially applied to determine the number of exposed people. This will be based on the accuracy of
the hazard mapping in case of (very) low water depths and elaborated on during this project. In this
pilot no threshold has been applied.
Two methods are proposed for the determination of loss of life for fluvial and coastal flooding. First
method is considering only the water depth, ignoring the water velocity, while the second method is
considering both the water depth and the water velocity. Each method is based on other data available
for input, so one or another can be used depending on available data.
For applying the first method it is necessary to estimate the percentage of evacuated population, while
for applying the second method it is necessary to estimate the warning time (in hours) and tohave
some information regarding the preparedness of the authorities and public for the flood.
Both methods are presented, not to choose one or another, but to allow flood risk experts to use one
or another depending on available data, or even to use both if necessary.
Method 1 - based on water depth and evacuation fraction
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For the determination of the mortality for fluvial and pluvial floods, the number of fatalities is
calculated as shown in the following equation
N=Fd(h) ∙ (1−FE) ∙ NPAR
Where:
• N: loss of life estimate (number of casualties)
• Fd(h) – mortality fraction / fatality rate (%)
• FE – evacuation fraction (also evacuation effectiveness)
• NPAR – number of people at risk
For water raise level below 0.5 meters per hour, it may be considered that fatality rate is:
Fd(h) = 0.003 * h.
where h is the water depth, as it is illustrated by the average line in the graphic below (simplification
of the approach by Jonkman [2007] and Maaskant et al. [2009]). The method is not using the water
velocity.

Figure 8 Fatality rate chart based on water depth only.
After determination of fatality rate based on water depth, the Loss of life can be determined with the
above-mentioned formula:
N = 0.003 * h * (1−FE) * NPAR
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Fatality rate (%)

Loss of life with 20% evacuation (people/km2)

For each pixel, the fatality rate (i.e. 0.3% = 0.003) is multiplied with the Population at risk and the
evacuation fraction, resulting the loss of life.
Method 2 - based on dragging parameter, warning time and preparedness of authorities and people
Within the second method, the loss of life is determined based on a fatality rate used for each flood
severity. This method is easier to be used at this stage of the project to test the methodology because
this algorithm already exists in the FloodRisk qGIS plugin.
The flood severity will be determined only based on dragging parameter in this pilot. However, a more
detailed methodology that is determining the flood severity based on dragging, sliding (square of peak
water velocity multiplied with peak water depth), peak water depth and peak water velocity is
described in Appendix H.
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Without considering the actions of the emergency agencies, and without any warning of the
population, for the worst-case scenario, the following fatality rates would be considered.
Table 6 Fatality rate (%) depending on dragging parameter
Dragging (h*v)
Flood severity
Fatality rate (%)
>1
High
0.9
0.5-1
Medium
0.3
<0.5
Low
0.02

Flat fatality rate (%) & Flood severity
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Warning time (h)

For each pixel, the fatality rate (i.e. 0.3% = 0.003) is then multiplied with the Population at risk,
resulting the loss of life if no actions are taken (i.e. warning, evacuation, population preparedness).
A more realistic scenario should be made by taking into consideration that some people are warned
and have time to evacuate or to reach buildings with more floors and that emergency agencies are
acting with a certain degree of coordination between them, but still no protocols are established
and the Emergency Action plan was not applied yet, even if it exists.

Table 7 Mortality rate for different flood severities and warning times, C3 SUFRI case

Loss of life, no warning (people/km2)
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Loss of life, with warning (people/km2)

Morbidity and injuries
The morbidity and number of injured people will be assessed as a ratio of loss of life. As a provisional
value in the pilot, the ratio of 3:1 is considered. Each pixel of the Population loss of life will be
multiplied with 3, resulting in the number of people injured.
Population with Mental Health Issues
People who witness deaths, injuries, and destruction of their home due to flooding, can suffer from
mental trauma. The population with Mental Health Issues due to flood will be assessed as a ratio of
loss of life. As a provisional value in the pilot, the ratio of 3:1 is considered. Each pixel of the Population
loss of life will be multiplied with 3, resulting the number of people with mental health issues.
Morbidity and injuries (people/km2)
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Population with mental health issues

Direct Intangible Damage
Direct Intangible Damage is determined by summing the monetized value of the Loss of Life and the
monetized value of the Morbidity and injuries:
DID = LOL x MLOL + MAI x MMAI
where:
DID – Direct Intangible Damage (€/m2)
LOL – Loss of Life (people/km2)
MLOL– Monetary value for Loss of Life (€/person)
MAI – Morbidity and Injuries (people/km2)
MMAI– Monetary value for Morbidity and Injuries (€/person)
As a provisional value in the pilot, the following values is considered:
MLOL= 200,000 €/person, based on average GDP loss
MMAI= 10,000 €/person
Indirect Intangible Damage
Indirect Intangible Damage is representing the monetized value of People with Mental Health Issues
due to flood:
IID = MHI x MMHI,
where:
IID – Indirect Intangible Damage (€/m2)
MHI – People with Mental Health Issues (people/km2)
MMHI – Monetary value for People with Mental Health Issues (€/person)
As a provisional value in the pilot, the following value is considered:
MMHI= 20,000 €/person
Direct Intangible Damage (€/m2)
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Indirect Intangible Damage (€/m2)

Total Intangible Damage
To obtain the Total Intangible Damage map, should be added the values of the pixels from Direct
Intangible Damage and Indirect Intangible Damage.
TID = DID + IID
The result of step 2 is:
Total Tangible Damage (€/m2)
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Total Intangible Damage (€/m2)

Note on the assessment of direct and indirect intangible damage
This chapter describes the principal approach on the assessment of the direct and indirect intangible
damage. The following principles are applied:
– The loss of life approach will use as an input: (1) the population distribution, (2) flood characteristics
(type of flooding and the characteristics of flooding such as flood depth, dragging parameters, flow
velocity or rise rate) and (3) information on the DRR-strategy of authorities (expressed as an
evacuation percentage, DRR-planning, warning time, etc.). Potential loss of life approaches are
described above.
– The morbidity is calculated using a mortality vs. morbidity ratio. The expected number of people
with injuries is then determined using a similar approach as to determine the expected number of
casualties.
– The number of people suffering from mental health effects (indirect intangible damage) is
determined as a fraction of the population at risk.
– The exposed people, expected casualties and injuries as well as the number of people suffering from
mental health are monetized.
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The outcome this should be at least:
– Summed damage for the flooded area and maps with the spatial distribution of damage [per grid
cell] for all scenarios in the hazard modelling (various probabilities of occurrence and types of
flooding). This for the total intangible damage and the two subcomponents: (1) direct intangible,
and (2) indirect intangible damage.
– The population at risk, casualties, injuries and people suffering from mental health issues which are
summed for the flooded area and maps produced with the spatial distribution of the value [per grid
cell] for all scenarios in the hazard modelling (various probabilities of occurrence and types of
flooding).
– A map with the spatial distribution of the annual expected value [per grid cell] of the mortality for
all scenarios in the hazard modelling (various probabilities of occurrence and types of flooding).
It is emphasized that the results of damage and loss modelling should be analyzed on the spatial level
of the flood extent (or comparable). The spatially distributed damage maps [per grid cell] do not
provide a prediction for the amount of damage or the loss of life for a particular location. At most they
can indicate hot-spots for damage or places with an increased probability on loss of life or injury. The
general uncertainty range of damage and loss modelling lies in the order of magnitude of a factor 2 to
5 (i.e. Wagenaar et al. [2015], De Moel [2014], Kolen et al. [2014] and Winter et al. [2018]). This factor
significantly increases when the results are analyzed on lower spatial levels/scales.

2.3.4

STEP 3 – Quality check: Assess results

Inspect and assess the results to spot issues in input data and if any, then improve input data and
recompute the above results. Some examples – based on the preliminary results from the pilot area are provided below. This step should be done by experts with knowledge of the area under
consideration, as they know whether a result is or is not likely. We also recommend that these experts
share their experiences with each other, in order to learn from each others’ practices in assessing and
verifying the results.
In some areas show below the DTM is inaccurate and it is showing pits where buildings exist. The
buildings exist since 2013, so it may be the case that the DTM is reflecting the situation prior to 2013
in that area. In this case, for that building the Hazard map will indicate a maximum water depth of
about 4 metres (red colour) and a minimum water depth of about 6 centimetres (blue colour).

Figure 9 Digital terrain model inaccuracies.
Artefacts are likely to appear in case of constructions covering a large area due to the low resolution of the water
height model. Thus, artificial leveling of the land in order to produce a constant height for the base level of large
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warehouses or apartment blocks may not be reflected in the flood model and will result in unrealistic water
heights and depths computed for particular buildings.

Figure 10 Artefacts in statistics caused by large constructions. Note that “no data values” (in white)
are not taken into account
Using Digital Elevation Model computations also do not account for sunken or underground floors
(semi-basements, basements, cellars, parking lots). However, in some cases there are artefacts
introduced in the DTM as can be seen in the image below, that represents a sunken concrete platform,
possibly a construction site.

Figure 11 Sunken platform artefact in digital terrain model
In other cases, there are differences between the DTM and profiles measured in field topographical
surveys.

Figure 12 Inaccuracies between input data: DTM and field surveys profiles
Thus, the flood hazard data will be inaccurate due to artefacts in the Digital Terrain Model and its
missing metadata. These examples are provided to promote understanding that the metadata of the
data has almost the same importance as the data itself. Without metadata and without documents
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that clearly explain how the data were produced, the next data provider on the chain of production is
just making suppositions.
It is known that there can be significant differences between DTM and topographical surveys. Further
it is known that the national geodetic network has some issues related to elevation especially due to
missing gravimetric measurements.
For example, while generating the flood risk map illustrating the total economic impact, it appears that
a high vulnerability for the content of the structures exists in the southern area of the image below.

Figure 13 Area with inaccurate vulnerability assessment
However, in that area is located the wastewater treatment plant of Ploiești Municipality and the peak
of the flood depth is about three meters, due to the fact that the industrial facilities are the wastewater
treatment pools. Even if this is an area that will appear on the Flood Risk Map illustrating the
Environmental Risk, the intensity of the damage is not correctly appreciated as the DTM is showing
also the water depth in the water pools. Therefore, the flood risk expert would be able to change the
value of the structure and its content or the water depth and re-assess the vulnerability. If necessary,
the technician could also reclassify the exposed elements or even create exposed elements data at
more detailed level for this area only (i.e. creating Level 3 data instead of Level 2 data only for this
area).

Figure 14 Exaggerated vulnerability due to wastewater pools represented in the DTM
Special care must be taken in the case of blocks of flats, extensive districts of high-rise apartment
buildings being rather common in the Romanian urban space. These blocks of flats usually have a very
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high density of population; however, a flood would generally put at risk only the population living on
the lower floors.
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Figure 15 Census blocks with high-rise apartment buildings have much larger population than blocks
with houses, however floods affect only the lower floors
Another special case is constituted by medium- and high-rise buildings on riverfronts. If riverbeds are
not excluded from the census blocks, the part of the census blocks covering the riverbeds will exhibit
high water depths and/or velocities in flood simulations. Due to their high population density, such
areas lead to artificially high level of population at risk and consequently high estimated fatalities and
injuries. That is why the update/correction of input data is a necessary step within the methodology
and all hazard data, exposure and population data should be correlated and at a similar level of
accuracy. When computing risk data, the pixels corresponding to the river flow should be eliminated
from the hazard maps.

Figure 16 River bed covering high density census block. Artificially high number of intangible damage
results if these are not excluded from census blocks
There is no benefit to have exposure data with high level of accuracy (level 3), but to have Digital
Terrain Model, on which was produced hazard data, with medium or low level of accuracy. For Dâmbu
river, the DTM was assessed at a low-medium level of accuracy and the hazard maps at a low level of
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accuracy; therefore it does not make sense to use exposed elements at level 3 as better estimates
would not be obtained even if using high accuracy exposed elements data.
Depending on the accuracy of the input data and the experience of the personnel that is estimating
the damage and loss, it may be necessary to perform the loop of steps 2 and 3, several times, usually
2 or 3 times.
The accuracy of the input data will be assessed into 5 classes:

1
1.5
2
2.5
3

Accuracy
Low
Medium-low
Medium
Medium-high
High

The accuracy will be assessed for each data that is used as input, as an example:

DTM & Hazard Data
Exposed elements
Population distribution
Alphanumeric data
Overall accuracy

1
2
2
1.5
1.3

Accuracy
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium-low
Medium -Low

The overall accuracy of the input data will be computed as an average between the minimum accuracy
and the average accuracy:
OA=(AMIN+AAVG)/2
The accuracy of the estimation of the total damage will be the same as the overall accuracy of the
input data.
For proper results, it is recommendable to have the same accuracy levels for all input data. It is with
limited effect if one component has a high accuracy level, while the rest have low or medium accuracy
levels.
The following accuracies were estimated:
Data
DTM for Dâmbu
Hazard Data for Dâmbu
Corine Land Cover
INHGA Corine Land Cover
Urban Atlas geometry
Urban Atlas % of buildings
Population distribution grid received
Urban Atlas Population

Accuracy
Medium-low
Low
Low
Medium-low
Medium
Very low (Unsuitable)
Very Low (Unsuitable)
Medium
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Population Level 3
Population Level 1
EAD

High
Low
Medium

The accuracy of the DTM and the hazard data can be manually assessed based on following hazard
parameters, but the accuracy of these products should be estimated by the data providers:
Probability (%)
Return period (years)
Discharge (m3/s)
Hazard area (km2)
Flooded area (km2)
Average water depth outside river (m)
in residential areas (m)
Average water velocity outside river (m/s)
in residential areas (m/s)
Hazard data accuracy level

0.2
500
243
26.8
18.8
0.75
0.53
1.43
1.31
Low

0.5
200
195
25.0
17.8
0.74
0.5
1.34
1.26

1
100
160
23.0
16.1
0.70
0.48
1.27
1.18

5
20
87
16.9
12.1
0.68
0.43
1.12
1.03

10
10
59
11.9
8.7
0.63
0.38
1.03
0.9

As the differences are quite small in between different probabilities especially related to water depth,
the overall accuracy level can be considered low.
Pixels corresponding to the river channel should be eliminated from the hazard maps when
determining risk information.

2.4

Lessons learned

The following lessons were learned:
• Raster data should be stored in GeoTiff files.
• Raster file names should be standardised.
• Different databases suit different purposes (i.e. enterprise vs. personal, proprietary vs. open
source).
• ESRI Personal Geodatabase is recommended to be used by flood risk data providers, or OGC
GeoPackage as an alternative open source format with some disadvantages (i.e.: no topology, less
known/used).
• Production and maintenance of Level 3 data is labour intensive.
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3

Methodology for flood risk mapping in Romania

A combined damage & loss and Flood risk Maps methodology was created.
For each selected river basin (fluvial) &
For each selected inhabited named place (pluvial/flash)
Create/Maintain/Improve & Assess accuracy level for input data:

Exposure maps
(vector)

Hazard maps
(raster: depth, velocity)
(pluvial, fluvial, flash)
Alphanumeric data
(damage curves,
maximum damage values)

Output maps (raster):
For each flood mechanism and
return period:
- Vulnerability structure (%)
- Vulnerability content (%)
- Damage structure (€/m2)
- Damage content (€/m2)
- Direct tangible damage (€/m2)
- Indirect tangible damage (€/m2)
- Total tangible damage (€/m2)

(vector)

Loss model:
Direct & Indirect
Intangible damage model
(mortality curves /
percentages)
(mortality, morbidity,
mental health, etc)

Damage model:
Direct & Indirect Tangible
damage model
(depth damage curves)
(indirect damage
percentage)

Damage and Loss methodology

Population
distribution
maps

Output maps (raster):
For each flood mechanism and
return period:
- Population at risk (people/km2)
- Fatality rate without evacuation (%)
- Fatality rate with evacuation (%)
- Loss of life without evac. (p./km2)
- Loss of life with evac. (peopl/km2)
- Expected injuries (people/km2)
- Direct intangible damage (€/m2)
- Mental health (people/km2)
- Indirect Intangible damage (€/m2)
- Total Intangible damage (€/m2)

Assess results &
accuracy. Any
issues? Correct
enough?

No

Flood Risk Maps methodology

Yes
Flood risk maps with assessed accuracy:
For each flood type and return period:
- Total damage (€/m2)
For each flood type:Annual
- Expected annual damage (EAD) & Annual Potential Loss of
Life (PLL)
For all flood types, selected river basins & inhabited places:
- EAD (€/m2) & PLL (people/km2)
Create metadata & describe the process and accuracy
National Flood risk maps (vector) with assessed accuracy:
- EAD (€) & PLL (people) per river basin
- EAD (€) & PLL (people) per inhabited named place
- EAD (€) & PLL (people) per administrative unit
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Major steps within the Damage & Loss methodology:
1. Create, maintain & improve the exposure, hazard, and population distribution maps, plus various
alphanumeric data (damage curves, maximum damage values, ratio factors) assessing their
accuracy level.
2. For each selected river basin, for at least 5 return periods & for each selected inhabited named
place :
a. Use exposed elements, hazard maps & alphanumeric data such as damage curves, maximum
damage values and various ratio factors to assess direct, indirect, and total tangible damage.
b. Use population maps, hazard maps & alphanumeric data such as loss of life approach,
mortality/morbidity ratio, and various ratio factors to assess direct, indirect and total
intangible damage (such as population at risk, loss of life, injured population and mentally
affected population).
3. Inspect and assess the results to spot issues in input data and if any, then improve input data and
recompute the above results. When the results are quality checked, assess the accuracy of both
input and output data.
Major steps within the Flood Risk maps methodology:
4. Estimate the Total damage for each flood type and return period
5. Estimate the Expected Annual Damage (EAD) and the Annual Potential Loss of Life (PLL) for each
flood type.
6. Create metadata & describe the process and accuracy for all input and output data.
At the national level database:
7. Update the national output maps (vector) with assessed accuracy, by computing:
a. EAD (€) & PLL (people) per river basin.
b. EAD (€) & PLL (people) per inhabited named place.
c. EAD (€) & PLL (people) per administrative unit (without considering the inhabited named
places).
The step 1 up to 3 are described in chapter 2.3. This chapter describes the steps 4 until 7.

3.1

Step 4 Determine the Total Damage for each flood type and return period

Total Damage (TD) is determined by adding the Total Tangible Damage (TTD) with Total Intangible
Damage (TID). This is done for the overall flooded area (as below) as also for the each of the grid cell
in the rasters to make a spatial distribution of the damages and losses. This should be done for at least
the:
TD = TTD+TID

Flood mechanism
Probability (%)
Discharge (m3/s)
River/Flood basin code
River/Flood basin name
River/Flood basin area (km2)

Value
fluvial
0.2
0.5
243
195
11-1-20-13-14
Dâmbu
167.8

1
160

5
87

10
59
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River/Flood length (km)
Major damage in
inhabited place national code
Model/Date of observed event?
Methodology version used
Parameters version used
Overall accuracy level
Hazard area (km2)
Flooded area outside river (km2)
Average water depth outside river (m)
in residential areas (m)
Average water velocity outside river (m/s)
in residential areas (m/s)
Direct tangible damage (Mio €)
Agriculture
Roads and railways
Residential
Industrial and public
Commercial
Sports and leisure facilites
Green urban areas (& cemeteries)
Other
Indirect tangible damage (Mio €)
Total tangible damage (Mio €)
Population at risk (people)
Loss of life – method 1 no evacuation
Loss of life – method 1 with evacuation
Loss of life – method 2 no warning
Loss of life – method 2 with warning
Injured people
Direct intangible damage (Mio €)
People with mental trauma
Indirect intangible damage (Mio €)
Total intangible damage (Mio €)
Total damage (Mio €)

3.2

40.3
Ploiești
130543
model
1.0 (07/2020)
0.1 (06/2020)
1.3 (Low)
26.8
25.0
18
17
0.71
0.7
0.52
0.48
1.42
1.34
1.31
1.26
285.8
264.1
0.6
0.6
47.4
44.1
190.4
174.9
37.3
35.0
8.2
7.7
1.1
1.0
0.7
0.7
0
0
71.5
66.0
357.3
330.1
27,137 25,164
37
32
30
25
62
46
29
21
86
62
6.5
4.7
86
62
1.7
1.2
8.2
6.0
365.5
336.0

23.1
15.3
0.67
0.47
1.26
1.18
235.0
0.5
35.1
158.3
32.5
7.2
0.7
0.6
0
58.7
293.7
23,005

16.9
11.4
0.62
0.42
1.12
1.03
159.6

11.9
8
0.57
0.37
1.01
0.91
104.7

39.9
199.5
14,843

26.2
130.9
9,358

16
47
3.6
47
0.9
4.5
298.2

7
21
1.6
21
0.4
2.0
201.5

4
12
0.9
12
0.2
1.2
132.0

Step 5 Determine the Expected Annual Damage for each flood type

For each flood type, the Expected Annual Damage (EAD) is determined based on the Total Damage as
being the area below the graphic representation of the values of Total Damage for each probability.
To correctly estimate the EAD is important that the lowest return period (highest probability of
occurrence) matches initiation of damage and that there are enough return periods covered to capture
the development of damage (tipping points) as events get more extreme.
In the pilot the following return periods are considered: 1/10, 1/20, 1/100, 1/200, 1/500 years.
However, the methodology works with any number of return rates. If the number of return periods is
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as small as 3 or 4 (or even 5) the area of the trapezes formed by the values of the total damage are
not correctly estimating the area below the curve of the damage based on the probability, so the area
of the trapezes will be slightly higher and subsequently the EAD will be higher. If there are few return
periods and they are covering mainly low probabilities scenario, then the EAD accuracy is low or even
its value is irrelevant, as the area of the trapezes is larger for higher probabilities (i.e. the area of the
trapeze between 5 and 10% probability is more than 10 times larger than the area of the trapeze
between 0.1 and 0.2% probabilities. So, for determining the EAD it is more important to have hazard
maps for 10% probabilities and even for higher values (i.e. 20%) rather than for 0.1% probability. That
is why the EAD is better estimated if there are more return periods and if it includes the return period
which describes the initiation of damage (i.e. 3.7 years).
EAD accuracy can be estimated based on the number of returned periods as following, but the
difference between a Medium accuracy of EAD and a Low accuracy of EAD could be only of 5%
difference, so it is not in the same range of magnitude as the other accuracies and therefore EAD is
not considered when determining the overall accuracy:
Number of return periods
1 or 2
3
4
5 and includes 10 and 20 years return
periods, including 500 or 1000 return
period
6 and includes 10, 20 and 50 years return
periods, including the return period which
describes the initiation of damage and
500 or 1000 return period
7 or more and includes 10, 20, 50, 100,
200, 500 and the return period which
describes the initiation of damage

Accuracy of EAD
EAD cannot be determined
Low
Medium Low
Medium

Medium High

High

The area below the line is formed by multiple trapezes and their area can be easily computed using
the following computations:

Where:
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ΔPi = Exceedance Probability increment
Di = Average damage of the two events with exceedance probabilities Pi and Pi+1
Return period (years)

Exceedance
Probability
Increment (ΔPi)

Di

ΔPi x Di

0.05

(201.5+132.0)/2

8.34

0.04

(298.2+201.5)/2

9.94

0.005

(336.0+298.2)/2

1.59

0.003

(365.5+336.0)/2

1.05

0.002

365.5

0.73

EAD (Mio EURO)

21.70

10 (10%)
20 (5%)
100 (1%)
200 (0.5%)
500 (0.2%)
∞

Example of the EAD computed based only in three return periods
Return period (years)

Exceedance
Probability
Increment (ΔPi)

Di

ΔPi x Di

0.09

(298.2+132.0)/2

19.36

0.008

(365.5+298.2)/2

2.65

0.002

365.5

0.73

EAD (Mio EURO)

22.74

10 (10%)
100 (1%)
500 (0.2%)
∞

It can be seen that the EAD is increased by about 5% if it is determined only based on 3 probabilities,
rather than based on 5 probabilities. Therefore, if the methodology would be applied based on cycle
1 hazard maps, then in certain cases, hazard maps were determined for less probabilities and as a
consequence the EAD will be less precise than the EAD computed based on cycle 2 hazard maps.
It can be also observed that higher values of ΔPi x Di are obtained for higher probabilities. Therefore,
it is more important to determine the probability corresponding to the initiation of the damage and is
of highly importance to have correctly determined the discharges for each probability, including for
the probability corresponding to the initiation of the damage. However, neither in cycle 1 nor in the
ASPFR that were already completed in cycle 2, the probability corresponding to the initiation of the
damage was not determined.
Considering 3 return periods but missing those with lower probabilities (i.e. 500 years) shows an
insignificant decrease compared with the previous scenario where the return period of 500 years was
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present. Therefore, if hazard maps of 1000 and 500 years and even of 200 years return periods are
missing, the EAD is not is not significantly different (less than 1%) compared if those hazard maps
would exist. It is more important to have hazard maps generated for higher probabilities rather than
for lower probabilities and it is more important to have determined the probability when the initiation
of the damage starts.
Return period (years)

Exceedance
Probability
Increment (ΔPi)

Di

ΔPi x Di

10 (10%)
0.09

(298.2+132.0)/2

19.36

0.005

(336.0+298.2)/2

1.58

0.005

336.0

1.68

EAD (Mio EURO)

22.62

100 (1%)
200 (0.5%)
∞

As the return period corresponding to the initiation of the damage was not determined neither in cycle
1 and neither in cycle 2 for the ASPFRs that were already finished, it will be considered a return period
of 2.7 years for the River Dâmbu, in order to simulate the differences in EAD determination with and
without this value. It will be considered a 0.1 Mio Euro the value of the initial damage.
Return period (years)

Exceedance
Probability
Increment (ΔPi)

Di

ΔPi x Di

0.27

(132.0+0.1)/2

17.83

0.05

(201.5+132.0)/2

8.34

0.04

(298.2+201.5)/2

9.94

0.005

(336.0+298.2)/2

1.59

0.003

(365.5+336.0)/2

1.05

0.002

365.5

0.73

EAD (Mio EURO)

39.53

2.7 (37%)
10 (10%)
20 (5%)
100 (1%)
200 (0.5%)
500 (0.2%)
∞

It can be observed in this scenario that the EAD is becoming almost double when considering the
return period corresponding to the initiation of the damage. However, actually the results are showing
that the flood extent for 10 years return rate is unrealistically large in the Ploiești city where the main
damage occurs, concluding that in cities and large flooded villages the 1D hazard modeling is not
suitable, but such conclusions should be raised within the hazard mapping methodology and solutions
should be also found within the hazard mapping methodology to overcome such situations. In any
case, from EAD perspective, it is more important to determine the return period corresponding to the
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initiation of the damage, then to have hazard maps produced for 1000, 500 or 200 years return
periods.

In a similar way it should be computed the Annual Potential Loss of life. For different probabilities, the
Loss of Life (i.e. 29, 21, 16, 7, 4), the PLL would be:
Return period (years)

Exceedance
Probability
Increment (ΔPi)

Di

ΔPi x Di

10
0.05

(7+4)/2

0.275

0.04

(16+7)/2

0.46

0.005

(21+16)/2

0.0925

0.003

(29+21)/2

0.075

0.002

29

0.058

Annual expected value of the number of casualties

0.96

20
100
200
500
∞
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Note on the annual expected damage
Hazard maps for fluvial flooding are the only available hazard maps for this pilot study. In case
hazard maps for multiple scenarios are available the AED for compound flooding is summed
assuming independence between the hazards (also see step 7). At the moment of writing it is unclear
to what extent compound flooding is relevant to the Areas of Potential and Significant Flood Risk. It is
recommended to (1) [pragmatically] correct for the straight forward summation of the AED following
from the assumption of independence between events when it turns out this leads to a significant
overestimation of the results and (2) take compound flooding into account when evaluating the
effectiveness of measures [and thus ensuring the effect of measures is not over estimated].
The outcome this should be at least:
– Summed annual expected damage for the flooded area and maps with the spatial distribution of
the annual expected damage [per grid cell]. This for the total damage and the four
subcomponents: (1) direct tangible, (2) indirect tangible, (3) direct intangible, and (4) indirect
intangible damage.
– Summed annual expected value for the flooded area and a map with the spatial distribution of
the annual expected value [per grid cell] of the population at risk, number of casualties, number
of injuries and number of people suffering from mental health issues.
– A map with the spatial distribution of the annual expected value [per grid cell] of the mortality
(indicating the probability of loss of life).
– When relevant, the above listed output should be generated for the various different types of
flooding (pluvial, fluvial, coastal, flash flooding) and the (summed) compound flooding.
It is emphasized that the results of annual expected damage should be analyzed on the spatial level
of the flood extent (or comparable). The spatially distributed damage maps [per grid cell] do not
provide a prediction for the annual expected damage or the loss of life for a particular location. At
most they can indicate hot-spots for damage or places with an increased probability of loss of life or
injury. Which in its turn can provide guidance for the evaluation of measures to reduce flood risks.
The general uncertainty range of damage and loss modelling lies in the order of magnitude of a
factor 2 to 5 (i.e. Wagenaar et al. [2015], De Moel [2014], Kolen et al. [2014] and Winter et al.
[2018]). This factor significantly increases when the results are analyzed on lower spatial
levels/scales.
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Step 6 Create metadata & describe the process and accuracy for all input and
output data
3.3

It is important to store details that were used for executing the methodology, in the database and to
provide a document in which to specify how the results were computed, especially to detail if the
input data was adjusted/corrected or not.
In the table below can be seen an illustration of some generic details that illustrate the accuracy of
the results.

Flood mechanism
Probability (%)
Discharge (m3/s)
River/Flood basin code
River/Flood basin name
River/Flood basin area (km2)
River/Flood length (km)
Major damage in
inhabited place national code
Model/Date of observed event?
Methodology version used
Parameters version used
Accuracy of the DTM
Accuracy of the Hazard data
Accuracy of the exposed elements
Accuracy of the population distribution
Accuracy of alphanumeric data
Overall accuracy level
Expected Annual Damage (Mio EURO)
Annual Potential Loss of Life

0.2
243

Value
fluvial
0.5
1
195
160
11-1-20-13-14
Dâmbu
167.8
40.3
Ploiești
130543
model
0.1 (07/2020)
0.1 (06/2020)
1.5 (Medium – Low)
1 (Low)
2 (Medium)
2 (Medium)
2 (Medium)
1.3 (Low)
20.77

5
87

10
59

For each computation a metadata file describing the dataset should be provided according to the
INSPIRE Technical Guideline on metadata, version 2.0, that can be consulted at
https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/metadata-iso19139. It should be given special attention
in providing as many as possible detailshere.

3.4

Step 7 Update the national database

Each database is accompanied by the corresponding raster files, whose names are stored in the
database. A comprehensive report and metadata are generated as well together with the database.
These raster files and the content of the database should be added within the national flood risk
database, that would have a similar structure, but should allow to store current and historical data
too.
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The Expected Annual Damage calculated value (not raster) and the Annual Potential Loss of Life can
be aggregated to river basin / ASPFR, Village or town or Administrative Units or flood risk cells or even
any other geometry by using zonal statistics GIS tools to sum the values of all pixels falling inside a
certain polygon. For example, by summing all the values of the pixels from the EAD map, falling inside
a certain town, it is obtained the value of the EAD within that town (i.e. 16 Mio EURO/year for Ploiești
city).
Table 8 Output per river basin
River
Basin River
Code
Basin
Level
XI_1.20.13.14.1. 6
XI_1.20.13...
6
XI_1.20.13.16.. 6
XI_1.20.13.15.. 6
XI_1.20.13.14.. 6

Expected
Damage
EURO)
0.017841
0.048068
0.208267
0.586906
19.88457

Annual Annual Potential Loss
(Mio of Life (people)

Table 9 Output per village / town
SIRUTA Code
SIRUTA
Expected Annual
Level
Damage
(Mio
EURO)
130687
3
0.00013168
130632
3
0.000500914
135191
3
0.002878136
135075
3
0.00821826
130696
3
0.016484368
135057
3
0.018965868
130570
3
0.057177977
131005
3
0.161063928
130650
3
0.357614181
130883
3
0.464244024
131041
3
0.723101159
130543
3
16.34745131

0.000884
0.001639
0.002382
0.899518

Annual Potential Loss
of Life (people)
0.000398
0.000004
0.000007
0.000031
0.000665
0.001937
0.002967
0.031116
0.04674
0.002358
0.161617
0.656546

Table 10 Output per administrative unit
SIRUTA Code SIRUTA Level
Expected Annual
Damage
(Mio
EURO)
135164
2
0.074731305
130678
2
0.076157303
130981
2
0.10960529
130552
2
0.185881017
130847
2
0.242704661
135020
2
0.26901025
130614
2
0.514464447
130534
2
1.115264484

Annual Potential
Loss
of
Life
(people)
0
0.000001
0
0
0
0
0.000027
0.000007
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3.5

Map legends (Portrayal)

As the hazard and risk maps should be also rendered in a web-GIS application or on paper or as an
image, the following colour ramps are proposed for the hazard and risk maps to ensure uniformity.
HEX Colour

Value
for
€/m2

Value
Percentage
for other (%)
people
/km2

Flood
severity

0
1
5
10
20

Value
for
population
at
risk
(people
/km2)
0
100
500
1000
2000

#98CEFF
#1A9641
#58B453
#97D265
#C4E687

m

m/s

0
1
5
10
20

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%

Insignificant
0

0

MediumLow

0.45

1.5

#ECF7AD
#FFEDAB
#FEC981
#F99E59

50
100
200
500

5000
10000
20000
50000

50
100
200
500

50%
60%
70%
80%

Medium

0.8
1

1.6
2

#E85B3A
#D7191C
#840101

750
1000
max

75000
100000
max

750
1000
max

90%
100%

2
max

3
max

Low

MediumHigh
High
Extreme
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4

Trial runs of the flood mapping GIS system

The combined methodology was tested by using provisional (“dummy”) parameters.
The following parameters were used at this stage to illustrate how the methodology can be applied:
Parameters used
Maximum damage values for Exposed
elements with Level 2 of accuracy
Maximum damage values for Exposed
elements with Level 1 of accuracy
Damage curves for Level 1 and 2
Exposed elements
Direct Intangible/Tangible Damage
ratio
Loss of Life method 1 mortality ratio
Evacuation ratio
Loss of Life method 2 dragging
thresholds, scenario thresholds

Value(s) used
See Appendix B

Warning time
Injuries/fatalities ratio
Fatality monetary damage
Injuries monetary damage
Ratio between fatalities and people
who witnessed deaths, injuries, and
destruction of their home due to
flooding
Indirect intangible monetary damage

See map in the web-GIS application
3:1
200,000 €/person (GDP)
10,000 €/person
1:12

See Appendix C
See Appendix D
1:4
0.003 x water depth
20%
0.5
&

1,

C3

20,000 €/person

All results were uploaded in a
https://gis.essenssys.ro/demo/WorldBank.

web-GIS

application

that

is

accessible

at

According to the UML schema at page 25 in the INSPIRE Natural Risk Zone Technical Guideline, there
are four abstract feature types:
1. observed event
2. hazard area
3. exposed element (including the vulnerability of the exposed elements)
4. risk zone
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Figure 17 Natural Risk Zone INSPIRE Schema used for database structure

4.1

Observed event

The observed event is optional because in the UML schema the AbstractObservedEvent feature type
is written 0...*. It is used only for representing past events and will thus not be present in the proposed
database structure that is used for modelling flood risk maps for events with different probabilities of
exceedance. If observed events should be modelled in the future, then a separate database with the
same structure can be made for each observed event by storing hazard data, exposed elements data
and the economic impact for each exposed element.
This is considered out of scope of the current assignment as there is a separate World Bank Project
that is implemented by General Inspectorate for Emergency Situations – IGSU, that covers these
aspects. However, the database structure for representing past events is almost the same, but also
includes information about the observed event. This information includes its period of time and a
name to uniquely identify the event. The additional information is optional, except an inspire ID of the
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past flood. The data, including hazard, exposed elements, vulnerability, loss of life, direct and indirect
damage should be determined mainly from field surveys and not only from modelling.

4.2

Hazard area

The hazard area has two main characteristics:
• the likelihood of occurrence (i.e. probability = 0.2% for a flood with returning period of 500 years
→ 1/500=0.2%).
• the intensity of the flood (i.e. 1.2 m peak water depth, 1.2 m/s peak water velocity, 1.2 m2/s peak
water dragging) that is stored as value of each pixel in the HazardCoverage.

Figure 18 Hazard feature types within the INSPIRE Schema
From a raster data perspective it means that for each likelihood of occurrence one raster exists and
the value of the pixel would be the intensity (i.e. 1.2 m water depth, 1.2 m/s water speed, 12 hours
under water). In a typical raster, only one value can be stored (i.e. RF-PD02 being the raster storing
the intensity as water depth for the likelihood of occurrence of 0.2% for a fluvial/river flood). The
database will thus contain a high number of rasters with various types of flood hazard information. In
the example items below for various types of flooding and various probabilities of occurrence:
• peak water level;
• the peak water flow velocity;
• dragging parameter;
• sliding parameter.
Table 11 Indicative file names for hazard raster data (1 type of flooding)
Likelihood
of Peak
Water Peak Water Dragging Sliding
occurrence
Depth
Velocity
10%=0.1
RF_PD10
RF_PV10
RF_DG10 RF_SL10
5%=0.05
RF_PD5
RF_PV5
RF_DG5
RF_SL5
1%=0.01
RF_PD1
RF_PV1
RF_DG1
RF_SL1
0.5%=0.005
RF_PD05
RF_PV05
RF_DG05 RF_SL05
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0.2%=0.002

RF_PD02

RF_PV02

RF_DG02

RF_SL02

The data can also be stored in one file for NetCDF format, but this format is not so common yet and is
quite difficult to be used in GIS applications. Therefore, for the time being the hazard maps will be
stored in separate raster files and the filename will indicate the parameter that is used as intensity of
the hazard (i.e. PD for peak water depth) plus the likelihood of occurrence (i.e. 02 for 0.2% likelihood
of occurrence). Within the proposed methodology, the recommendation is to use Geotiff files for
storing raster data.
For floods due to river flood mechanism, the name of the rasters could also contain the European code
of the water body (i.e.: RF-PD02-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif for the file storing the water depth with
0.2% probability for River Dâmbu).

4.2.1

Naming convention

The following acronyms are proposed to be used for naming raster files:
• HAZ – Hazard
• RF – River Flood (used instead of Fluvial Flood, to use FF for Flash Flood)
• PF – Pluvial Flood
• FF – Flash Flood
• CO – Coastal Flood
• P02 – 0.2% probability
• PD – Peak Depth of the flood (Hazard map)
• PV – Peak Velocity of the flood (Hazard map)
• DR – Dragging parameter (Hazard map)
• SL – Sliding parameter (Hazard map)
• RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1 – The EU code of Dâmbu river
• SIRUTA130543 – The national code of the Ploiești municipality
• LAT45-20-LONG24-23 – 45.20 N & 24.43 E
• VUL - Vulnerability
• VUL_S – Intensity of the Vulnerability assessment for structure
• VUL_C – Intensity of the Vulnerability assessment for content
• PR – Population at Risk
• LL – Loss of Life
• MI – Morbidity and Injuries
• MH – Population with Mental Health issues
• L1 – Level 1
• L2 – Level 2
• L2A – Level 2A
• L3 – Level 3
• L12 – Combination of Level 1 & Level2
• DTDS – Direct Tangible Damage for Structure
• DTDC – Direct Tangible Damage for Content
• TDTD – Total Direct Tangible Damage
• TITD– Total Indirect Tangible Damage
• TDITD – Total Direct & Indirect Tangible Damage
• TDID – Total Direct Intangible Damage
• TIID – Total Indirect Intangible Damage
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•
•

TDIID – Total Direct & Indirect Intangible Damage
TDITID – Total Direct & Indirect, Tangible and Intangible Damage

Example: TDITID_ L2_RF_02_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif – Raster storing the Total Direct & Indirect
Tangible & Intangible Damage computed based on Level 2 exposed elements for the flooding
probability of 0.2% of River Dâmbu.
In the image below it can be seen that in the plain areas, when a river is flooded, its flood extent could
cover other river basins too. This means that in the river basin of Ghighiu and Pârâul Rece there will
be two rasters for hazard, one due to the flood of the Ghighiu/Pârâul Rece river and another due to
the flood of the Dâmbu river. Therefore, in case that a national assessment is done for a certain
likelihood of occurrence, the maximum value from the overlapping rasters should be considered. In
this case the national rasters could be named such as RF_PD02_RO1000.
In case that rasters will be produced at river basin district level, the rasters could be named such as
RF_PD02_RO4.

Figure 19 Hazard area for 0,2% probability of fluvial flooding of Dâmbu river extending in neighbour
river basins
Naming convention illustrated for raster files representing hazard for Dâmbu river:
Table 12 File names for hazard raster data
Likelihood of
River Flood Peak Depth Raster
occurrence
10%=0.1
HAZ_RF_PD10_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif

River Flood Peak Velocity Raster
HAZ_RF_PV10_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif
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5%=0.05
1%=0.01
0.5%=0.005
0.2%=0.002
0.1%=0.001

HAZ_RF_PD5_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif
HAZ_RF_PD1_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif
HAZ_RF_PD05_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif
HAZ_RF_PD02_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif
HAZ_RF_PD01_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif

HAZ_RF_PV5_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif
HAZ_RF_PV1_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif
HAZ_RF_PV05_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif
HAZ_RF_PV02_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif
HAZ_RF_PV01_RORW11-1-20-1314_B1.tif

Similar, Dragging and Sliding hazard data will be stored in files with names such as:
HAZ_RF_DG10_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif, HAZ_RF_SL10_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
If other hazard maps would be produced, a similar naming convention can be used and added to the
present methodology (i.e. RS for Water level raise speed). The SI metric is recommended as unit of
measure in the methodology (m/s).

Figure 20
Hazard raster data storing peak flood depth for 0.2% probability for river Dâmbu

Figure 21
Hazard raster data storing peak flood velocity for 0.2% probability for river Dâmbu
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For each hazard raster a polygon should be generated representing the maximum extent of the hazard
area for a certain likelihood of occurrence. For a proper illustration, that polygon should not contain
islands or holes and should be generalised to decrease the number of vertices.

Figure 22
Hazard area for 0.2% probability (polygon) – InspireId = HAZ_RF02_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1
For other flood mechanisms, such as for example the pluvial flood the national SIRUTA code of the city
could be used to uniquely identify the hazard map (i.e. HAZ_PF_PD_SIRUTA130543.tif).
For the flash floods the naming convention can use the Latitude and Longitude approximate
coordinates of the flash flood source (i.e. HAZ_FF_PV_LAT45_20_LONG24_23.tif if the source of the
flash flood is located at 45.20 Latitude and 24.23 Longitude expressed in Decimal Degrees.). However,
this can be concluded once the parallel project on flood hazard mapping is completed.
Any naming convention can be used if the name of the raster file will be used as inspired within the
hazard area feature type, but it is highly recommended to use a naming convention for the raster files
storing hazard data as the one proposed above, due to the fact that hazard rasters are generated by
different data providers. It is also highly recommended to require the hazard data providers to provide
for each hazard map its metadata according to INSPIRE Metadata format as described in the INSPIRE
Technical
Guideline
version
2.0.1
available
at
https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/metadata-iso19139.
Furthermore,
we
highly
recommend to ask the data providers to fill the Lineage section with as many details as possible in
order to describe precisely the methodology and data input that was used to produce hazard raster
data.
The attributes of the hazard area feature type would be:
• Geometry (polygon without holes and islands, just showing the maximum extent and being
generalised not to have vertices for each pixel on the outline).
• inspireId (i.e. HAZ_RF02_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1, that indicates the corresponding raster for the
polygon geometry).
• likelihoodOfOccurence (i.e. 0.002 for 0.2% probability, completed only for fluvial floods).
• typeOfHazard (i.e.: fluvial flood, pluvial flood, flash flood).
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•

determinationMethod will be always considered as being ”modelling” for the flood hazard maps.
Only in case that a database will be made for storing floods data from floods that occurred, then
the determinationMethod will be ”indirectDetermination”.

4.2.2

Metadata

The polygons, raster data and the corresponding INSPIRE metadata files for each hazard area should
be provided by the data providers that are making hazard maps.
The metadata file for the hazard map can have the exact same name as the raster data ending with
XML termination (i.e. HAZ_RF_PD02_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.XML for the corresponding
HAZ_RF_PD02_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.TIF raster file). For storing the raster data, it is recommended
to use the GeoTiff format.
As the hazard raster data is also an output of a model that has other data as input, it also
recommended to require the data providers that are producing input data for hazard maps, to also
provide INSPIRE Metadata files for the data delivered by including many details in the lineage section
and to include information about accuracy of the data in a separate document.
For example, as no metadata was provided for the DTM, the data provider that will generate the flood
risk maps will need to analyse it in order to observe that it is composed from several sources with
different spatial resolutions. The primary data of the riverbed area had a much better spatial
resolution. Instead, in the bigger area the spatial resolution is much lower and thus the data can be
interpolated (see images below).

Figure 23
Digital terrain model details illustrating various precisions
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4.3

Exposed elements

4.3.1

Exposed elements vector

Figure 24 Vector component of the exposed elements feature types in INSPIRE Schema
The vector feature types of the exposed elements will be organised in levels (i.e. Level 3 having most
detailed typologies and being the most precise in relation with the geometries of the features).
There will be at least the following ExposedElements vector feature types and they will store only the
typeOfElement as VulnerabilityAssessment (see image above):
• ExposedElementsParcelLevel3 (i.e. TypeOfElement = 11260 for Residential area with block of flats)
• ExposedElementsConstructionLevel3 (i.e. TypeOfElement = 61260 for Residential block of flats)
• ExposedElementsPointLevel3 (i.e. TypeOfElement = 66121 for High voltage pole) This will contain
also the buffer to be applied to points in order to transform all the data into polygons.
• ExposedElementsParcelLevel2
• ExposedElementsParcelLevel1
• ExposedElementsRoadsLevel1
• ExposedElementsRailwaysLevel1
• ExposedElementsPointLevel1

Population will be stored also in a vector file having the polygon geometry. Where point data
Population distribution per point (if available) is available, this should be used to create precise
Population distribution data per polygon.
• ExposedPopulationLevel3point
• ExposedPopulationLevel3
• ExposedPopulationLevel2
• ExposedPopulationLevel1
All feature types storing exposed population should have a numeric field (with decimals) storing the
number of individuals within that polygon/point.
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The data model can be extended with as many necessary feature types storing points, lines or
polygons, just that the fields that are storing the typeOfElement/Population should be present.
Some of the above exposed elements vector feature types are illustrated in the following pictures for
different levels of detail illustrating the same area of Ploiești municipality.
Level 2
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Level 1
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Figure 25 Tangible exposed elements represented as vector
If the flood risk area is covered by data with different precision (i.e. Level 2 and Level 1) and if a
combination of the two will be used, then, the first step in the methodology for elaborating the Flood
Risk Maps is to generate an ExposedElements polygon feature type from multiple vector feature types
(points and lines with buffer, buildings & constructions and land use), all having a field named
typeOfElementCode and using the correct order (i.e. Level 3 land use is on top of Level 2 land use and
Level 3 buildings are on top of Level 3 Land Use).
If one area of interest is covered only partially by Level 3 exposure data, then for the remaining part
the Level 2 exposure data will be used, or, if not present, then Level 1 exposure data will be used
instead. If buildings exist in areas that have Land use of Level 2, then they should not be used as Level
2 typologies are for Land use only. But those footprint buildings can be used to determine the
percentage covered by buildings in the Urban Fabric class.
Such operations can be executed in any GIS application by a GIS expert. It should not be automated as
most probably errors will be introduced and depending on the available data there could be more or
less feature types.
As a result, there will be only one vector file with polygon geometry.
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Figure 26 Level 3 + 2 combined and Level 3 + 2 + 1 combined

4.3.2

ExposedElements feature type

Same structure will be used for several feature types storing polygon data, such as
tangibleLandUseLevel1, tangibleLandUseLevel3, tangibleConstructionsLevel3.
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Geometry: Multipart polygon.
typeOfElement: varchar (5) – alphanumeric code of the type of exposed element (property or
asset).
valueStructure: real number – value of the structure in Euro/square meter.
valueContent: real number – value of the content within the structure in Euro/square meter.
valueNotes: varchar (100) – notes to indicate that the valueStructure and/or valueContent were
modified and are not corresponding anymore to the values for the corresponding type of element.
As in the example with the wastewater treatment plant illustrated below, once the valueStructure
and valueContent are adjusted, this field can store the text ”wastewater treatment plant”.
percentageBuildings: real number – percentage of the polygon that is covered with buildings. It
should be noted that the classes used within Urban Atlas for Urban Fabric are not correct in
relation with the percentage represented by the footprint of the buildings in relation with the
surface of the polygons, so this percentage should be determined for both Level 2 and Level 1 land
use polygons.
Category: varchar (30) – some of the polygons could be represented on a certain map, such as for
example on the map illustrating the cultural heritage or the environmental vulnerable areas. In
such cases, this field would be filled with the value ”heritage” or ”environmental”. Other categories
(i.e. ”education”, ”health”) can be added if necessary, but at least these two are required by the
Flood Directive.
LabelRO: varchar (200) – in order to show labels on a map in Romanian language, this field will be
used to store the name of the exposed element, if it is necessary to be represented on the map.
At least all polygons that have ”heritage” or ”environment” as category should have a label (i.e.
”stația de tratare ape uzate Ploiești”.
LabelEN: varchar (200) – in order to show labels on a map in English language, this field can be
used to store the name of the exposed element, if it is necessary to be represented on the map.
This is optional even for polygons that have ”heritage” or ”environment” as category (i.e. ”Ploiești
wastewater treatment plant”).
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In case that the typeOfElement contains buildings (i.e. 11000 Urban Fabric) then the valueStructure
and valueContent will be computed by multiplying the unitary value of the typeOfElement with the
estimate percentage of the buildings inside the land use polygon with buildings (i.e. 500 Euro/m2 x
20% = 100Euro/m2).
In the first cycle of the assessment of the vulnerability and the elaboration of the flood risk map
illustrating the economic impact, the values valueStructure and valueContent can be filled with the
same value for each type of exposed element (i.e. all industrial structures and all the value of the
content within the structures will be the same). Once the assessment of the vulnerability and the flood
risk map illustrating the economic impact are done, these values can be adjusted. They can be
adjusted in the first instance as well, but it is easier to spot certain inadvertences once the flood risk
map is produced. The process of the elaboration of flood risk maps is human dependent and cannot
be automated if realistic results are foreseen.
Similar fields will exist for line and point features that are storing exposed elements, just that they will
also have a field for storing the size of the buffer for generating polygons from points and lines and
will be missing the percentageBuildings field.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geometry: line or point
typeOfElement: varchar (5)
valueStructure: real number
valueContent: real number
buffer: real number
valueNotes: varchar (100)
Category: varchar (30)
LabelRO: varchar (200)
LabelEN: varchar (200)

4.3.3

ExposedElementCoverage (Vulnerability assessment)

Figure 27 Vulnerability assessment as exposed element coverage in INSPIRE Schema
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The TangibleExposedElementCoverage raster has as values of pixels the intensity of the vulnerability
assessment.
For each intensity of the hazard (i.e. 1.2 m water depth) each tangible exposed element type (i.e. 2100
Arable land) is characterised by a certain level of vulnerability (expressed as a percentage). But the
intensity of the hazard in a certain point where the exposed element is located (i.e. 1.2 m water depth
for the building situated on the main street at number 1) is in relation with the likelihood of occurrence
(i.e.: 0.2%).
For each tangible exposed element type it should exist at least a water depth damage curve and only
for a few element types water velocity is relevant for determining the damage.

Figure 28 Water depth – damage curve
For each tangible exposed element type, located in a certain area, there is a certain peak water depth.
Based on the peak water depth, the intensity of the vulnerability (or damage percentage) is assessed.
The raster data containing the intensity of the vulnerability assessed as a percentage of damage
corresponds to the ExposedElementsCoverage in the INSPIRE Technical Guideline for Natural Risk
Zones.
There are two damage curves, one for the structure of the exposed element and another for the
content of the exposed element.

Figure 29 Damage curves for structure and content
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Figure 30 Various damage curves for the same type of the exposed element
used at level 2 of detail, JRC Model being used for Level 1 & 2 for testing the
methodology
In the damage curve, the damage is not expressed in a monetary unit, but as a percentage. As the
water depth is higher, the percentage of the damage is higher too. This percentage is then multiplied
with the maximum damage value for that exposed element to obtain the monetary value of the
damage.
The elaboration of the vulnerability assessment raster that shows the damage as a percentage is in
strict relation with the damage curves. However, the creation of damage curves is empirical and prone
to errors as they represent an average curve for an average exposed element (house). As it is just an
empirical statistical way to establish how it looks for example an average residential building and what
goods are inside. In addition, the values of the maximum damage per square meter are also
significantly different between countries.
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Figure 31 Different damage curves for residential buildings in Europe
The main document for the damage curves used for testing the proposed methodology, is the “Global
flood depth-damage functions – Methodology and the database with guidelines” JRC Technical Report,
prepared by Jan Huizinga, Hans de Moel and Wojciech Szewczyk, that was published by the European
Commission in 2017.
The
JRC
Technical
report
is
available
at
https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC105688/global_flood_depthdamage_functions__10042017.pdf and contains a lot of useful information that was used for the
elaboration of this methodology.
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Figure 32 EU JRC damage curves
The JRC model was used for Level 2 of detail and the vulnerability was assessed for both structures
(buildings, constructions) and content of the structures.

4.3.4

Vulnerability of the tangible exposed elements

Figure 33 Intensity of the vulnerability assessed for the content within the structures (%)

Figure 34 Intensity of the vulnerability assessed for the structures (%)
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Once the proposed methodology will be started to be used in Romania and more results will be
obtained, the flood risk experts from Romania will be able to adapt the damage curves, when new
information (i.e. on historic flooding) becomes available. The National Statistics Institute from
Romania could be involved to collect relevant information during the 2021 census, or other statistical
research institutions could be involved in the future to improve the data used within the proposed
methodology.
The output results can thus be improved by improving the input data. Therefore, the proposed
methodology is suitable for short, medium, and long term.
Using the indicative values for damage assessment, within the first iteration of the algorithm, with no
human adaptation of damage values, DTM and land use, for a flood probability of 0.2%, the area
covered by arable land within the flooded area of Dâmbu river is 64% from the total area covered by
flood, while the economic value of the damage is only 0.07% from the total value of the damage, and
the damage to the yield is 46% from its total value. For the 0.2% probability flood on the river Dâmbu,
the total value of the yield is 968,000 Euro while the damage is 392,000 Euro. The area covered by
arable land is 9.68 km2 from a total of 15.1 km2. This is to be compared with the monetary value of the
damage on urban areas except streets that is 86.53% (231, 050,000 Euro) for an area that is 3.76 km 2
that represent 24.9% from the total flooded area.
Table 13 Monetary values for level 2 land use classes
Dâmbu river 0.2%
Total area
Area (%)
Monetary value of
2
probability
(km )
the damage (Euro)
Arable land
Urban areas without
streets
Streets, roads &
railroads
Other
Total

9.68
3.76

64.0
24.9

392,000
231,050,000

Monetary value of
the damage from
total (%)
0.14
86.53

0.59

3.9

35,459,000

13.28

1.07
15.10

7.2
100.0

90,000
266,991,000

0.05
100.00

However, this is quite an atypical area, as the urban area is about 25% from the total area at the
country level in flooded area is less. Also, the urban area is composed by a large city with commercial
and industrial areas.
Using a national scale hazard map for 90 dams break, the following area for each Corine Land Cover
class was obtained.
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Figure 35 Map illustrating CLC percentages at national level for floods caused by dam breaks
Table 14 Monetary values for level 1 land use classes
Corine Land Cover class
Total area
Area (%)
2
(km )
Urban areas without streets
462.6
8.6
Road and rail networks and associated land
6.1
0.1
Green urban areas
0.5
0.0
Sports and leisure facilities
2.2
0.0
Non-irrigated arable land
2862.3
53.3
Permanently irrigated land
0.5
0.0
Rice fields
24.2
0.4
Vineyards
3.7
0.0
Fruit trees and berry plantations
10.2
0.1
Pastures
688.4
12.8
Complex cultivation patterns
193.9
3.6
Land principally occupied by agriculture,
158.2
2.9
with significant areas of natural vegetation
Forest
375.7
7.0
Others (no damage)
573.5
10.6
Total
5362
100
It may be observed that the Urban fabric (that in case of Corine Land Cover includes most of the streets
this being the reason why their percentage is low) is representing 8.6% from the total area, that is
significantly less than the 24.9% for Dâmbu flood risk area for 0.2% probability.
The results for the Dâmbu pilot show that urban areas as well as infrastructure contribute significantly
to the overall damage, whereas the contribution from agriculture appears to be minimal. When more
experience has been made with this methodology the contribution of the different land use classes
should be analyzed again to determine whether this is the case in general. If so, that could also provide
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input to future exposure data collection efforts. It can be recommendation to invest time in digitizing
build up areas and infrastructure and less in arable areas.
Table 15 File names used for vulnerability raster data
Likelihood of
Vulnerability assessment for
occurrence
structure raster file name
10%=0.1
VUL_S_10-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
5%=0.05
VUL_S_5-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
1%=0.01
VUL_S_1-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
0.5%=0.005
VUL_S_05-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
0.2%=0.002
VUL_S_02-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif

Vulnerability assessment for content
raster file name
VUL_C_10-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
VUL_C_C5-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
VUL_C_C1-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
VUL_C_05-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
VUL_C_02-RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif

Therefore, for each likelihood of occurrence there will be:
• For Hazard: one or two hazard raster files for water depth, water speed
• For Exposure: polygon vector data storing the type of exposed element, maximum value of the
damage to the structure and/or maximum value of the damage to the content within the structure
• Vulnerability: one raster with vulnerability of the structure to water depth and one raster with the
vulnerability of the content within the structure, while the assessment of the vulnerability to water
velocity is not recommended.
These data are the input for the elaboration of the Flood risk map illustrating the total economic
impact.

4.4

Risk

Figure 36 Risk feature types within INSPIRE Schema
According to the UML schema from the INSPIRE Natural Risk Zone Technical Guideline, the Risk can be
represented as a coverage feature type (raster) having as values the level or intensity of the risk. This
will be used to represent the following Flood Risk Maps illustrating the:
• Total Direct Tangible Damage (€/m2)
• Total Indirect Tangible Damage (€/m2)
• Total Direct Intangible Damage (€/m2)
• Total Indirect Intangible Damage (€/m2)
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•
•
•

Total Direct & Indirect, Tangible & Intangible Damage (€/m2)
Population at risk (people/km2)
Loss of life (people/km2)

Depending which damage curves will be used, the following flood risk maps could be produced as well:
• the Direct Tangible Damage on structures (€/m2)
• the Direct Tangible Damage on the content of the structures (€/m2)
The floods directive was approved in 2007 (European Commission, 2007a) and requires Member
States to undertake a preliminary flood risk assessment. The first national reports were due in 2012,
and reports are to be provided every 6 years thereafter.
In order to undertake flood-risk assessment Member States need to gather georeferenced information
on people, assets and activities at risk — specifically the directive refers to impacts on human health,
the environment, cultural heritage and economic activity. According to the guidelines for reporting,
published in 2013 (European Commission, 2013b), Member States have to summarise the methods
(including criteria) used to determine, for each flood scenario:
• the indicative number of inhabitants affected (Article 6(5)(a))
• the type of economic activity affected (Article 6(5)(b))
• the location of integrated pollution prevention and control installations (Article 6(5)(c))
• the impact on water framework directive protected areas (Article 6(5)(c))
These impact categories (described as ‘types of consequences’) are further detailed as follows.
However, these are not maps, but impact categories that need to be assessed based on gathered
georeferenced information.
B1 - Human Health
B11
Human Health

B12

Community

B13
Other
B2 - Environment
B21
Waterbody
status

B22

Protected
Areas

B23

Pollution
Sources
Other

B24

Adverse consequences to human health, either as immediate or
consequential impacts, such as might arise from pollution or
interruption of services related to water supply and treatment, and
would include fatalities.
Adverse consequences to the community, such as detrimental impacts
on local governance and public administration, emergency response,
education, health and social work facilities (such as hospitals).

Adverse permanent or long-term consequences ecological or chemical
status of surface waterbodies or chemical status of ground
waterbodies affected, as of concern under the water framework
directive. Such consequences may arise from pollution from various
sources (point and diffuse) or due to hydromorphological impacts of
flooding.
Adverse consequences to protected areas or waterbodies such as those
designated under the Birds and Habitats Directives, bathing waters or
drinking water abstraction points.
Sources of potential pollution in the event of a flood, such as IPPC and
Seveso installations, or point or diffuse sources
Other potential adverse environmental impacts, such as those on soil,
biodiversity, flora and fauna, etc.

B3 - Cultural heritage
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B31

Cultural Assets

B32

Landscape

B33
Other
B4 - Economic
B41
Property
B42

Infrastructure

B43

Rural Land Use

B44

Economic
Activity

B45

Other

Adverse consequences to cultural heritage, which could include
archaeological sites / monuments, architectural sites, museums,
spiritual sites and buildings
Adverse permanent or long-term consequences on cultural landscapes,
that is cultural properties which represents the combined works of
nature and man, such as relics of traditional landscapes, anchor
locations or zones.

Adverse consequences to property, which could
include homes.
Adverse consequences to infrastructural assets such as utilities, power
generation, transport, storage and communication.
Adverse consequences to uses of the land, such as agricultural activity
(livestock, arable and horticulture), forestry, mineral extraction and
fishing.
Adverse consequences to sectors of economic activity, such as
manufacturing, construction, retail, services and other sources of
employment.

In order to cover the definition of the flood risk from the Flood Directive 2007/60/EC, stating that
‘flood risk’ means the combination of the probability of a flood event and of the potential adverse
consequences for human health, the environment, cultural heritage and economic activity associated
with a flood event, separate exposed element types will be also represented as maps:
• Environmental Vulnerable Areas
• Vulnerable Cultural Heritage
• Human Health and Community Vulnerable Areas
In this context, the INSPIRE Technical Guidelines for Natural Risk Zones is listing the following exposed
element main types: social, economic, environmental and heritage that corresponds also to the Flood
Directive 2007/60/EC categories of risk. Therefore, the flood risk maps mentioned above are classified
according to the Flood Directive and to INSPIRE Technical Guidelines for Natural Risk Zones as follows:
B1 - Human health (Social): with flood risk maps illustrating the
• Population at risk (people/km2)
• Loss of life (people/km2)
• morbidity and injuries (people/km2)
• people with mental health issues (people/km2)
• Human Health and Community Vulnerable Areas
B2 – Environmental:
• Flood risk map with the Environmental Vulnerable Areas
B3 - Heritage:
• Flood risk map with the Vulnerable Cultural Heritage
B4 – Economic, with flood risk maps illustrating the:
• Direct Tangible Damage on structures (€/m2)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct Tangible Damage on the content of the structures (€/m2)
Total Direct Tangible Damage (€/m2)
Total Indirect Tangible Damage (€/m2)
Total Direct Intangible Damage (€/m2)
Total Indirect Intangible Damage (€/m2)
Total Direct & Indirect, Tangible & Intangible Damage (€/m2)

Below are presented the three examples of maps that are representing exposed elements filtered by
category, namely:
• Human Health and Community Vulnerable Areas
• Environmental Vulnerable Areas
• Vulnerable Cultural Heritage
All the other maps need to be computed as described elsewhere in this document.

Figure 37 Flood risk map with the Human Health and Community Vulnerable Areas

Figure 38 Flood risk map with the Environmental Vulnerable Areas
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Figure 39 Flood risk map with the Vulnerable Heritage Assets (hardly distinguishable features on a
map)

4.4.1

Tangible Damage

Total Direct Tangible Damage
For elaborating the Flood risk map that illustrates the Total Direct Tangible Damage:
• the value of each pixel of the raster with the intensity of the vulnerability assessment for the
structure is multiplied with the monetary value of the maximum damage to the structure of the
exposed element that has a correspondence to that pixel in the vector feature type storing
exposed elements, obtaining the Flood risk map illustrating the Direct Tangible Damage on
structures (€/m2).

Figure 40 Flood risk map illustrating the direct tangible damage on the structures (Euro/m2)
•

the value of each pixel of the raster with the intensity of the vulnerability assessment for the
content is multiplied with the monetary value of the maximum damage to the content of the
exposed element that has a correspondence to that pixel in the vector feature type storing
exposed elements, obtaining the Flood risk map illustrating the Direct Tangible Damage on content
(€/m2).
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Figure 41 Flood risk map illustrating the direct tangible damage on the content of the structures
(Euro/m2)
By calculating the sum of these two raster files, it is obtained the Flood risk map illustrating the Total
Direct Tangible Damage (Euro/m2).
Table 16 File names used for Total Direct Tangible Damage
Likelihood of occurrence
Risk raster file names
10%=0.1
TDTD_ L2_RF_10_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
5%=0.05
TDTD_ L2_RF_5_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
1%=0.01
TDTD_ L2_RF_1_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
0.5%=0.005
TDTD_ L2_RF_05_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
0.2%=0.002
TDTD_ L2_RF_02_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif
TDTD_ L2_RF_02_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1.tif – Raster storing the Total Direct Tangible Damage
computed based on Level 2 exposed elements for the flooding probability of 0.2% of River Dâmbu.

Figure 42 Flood risk map illustrating the TOTAL DIRECT TANGIBLE DAMAGE (Euro/m2) for 0.2%
probability
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A similar approach should be used for the elaboration of the Flood risk maps for other level of details,
just that the details of the exposed elements will be either more or less detailed.

Figure 43 Land use exposed elements at level 3 of detail

Figure 44 Land use exposed elements at level 1 of detail

Total Indirect Tangible Damage
For the assessment of damage due to business interruption, the indirect damage will be a fraction of
the direct damage. This fraction is primarily based on existing literature and substantiated on
economic insights.
For testing the methodology, a fraction of ¼ (25%) will be used.
To produce the Flood risk map illustrating the Total Indirect Tangible Damage (€/m2), all pixels from
the Flood risk map illustrating the Total Direct Tangible Damage (€/m2) were multiplied with 0.25.
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Figure 45 Flood risk map illustrating the TOTAL INDIRECT TANGIBLE damage (Euro/m2) for 0.2%
probability

4.4.2

Total Direct & Indirect Tangible Damage

By adding the Direct Tangible Damage with the Indirect Tangible Damage it is obtained the Total
Direct & Indirect Tangible Damage, also known as Total Tangible Damage.

Figure 46 Flood risk map illustrating the total direct & indirect tangible damage (Euro/m2) for 0.2%
probability

4.4.3

Intangible Damage

To elaborate the flood risk map for Direct Intangible Damage, should be produced the Loss of Life map
and the Morbidity and injuries map. Both are based on Population at risk map.
Population distribution
Population at risk is based on Population distribution. For each flood type and each probability there
is a Population at risk map.
Information about population should be stored:
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•
•
•

at the level of inhabited place (polygon)
at the level of address/household/block of flat (point)
at the level of census block (polygon)

Based on above input data, for each level of detail, the information regarding population distribution
will be computed at polygon level, as follows:
• For level 1 of detail, the population would be available at the level of inhabited place and uniformly
distributed, except for areas classified as lakes, green urban areas, industrial and commercial and
all other uninhabited areas in Corine Land Cover plus streets with a certain buffer, where the
population would be consideredzero. At level 1, all polygons from a certain locality will have the
same number of people per square kilometre.
• For level 2 of detail, the population would be distributed in each Urban Atlas census block, by
considering the percentage covered with buildings and if blocks of flats are present or not in the
census block. Same as for Level 1, lakes, green urban areas, industrial and commercial and all other
uninhabited areas would have the population equal to zero. At level 2, polygons from a certain
locality will have the different number of people per square kilometre.
• For level 3 of detail, the population would be distributed in each polygon, by taking into
consideration the population per point/address/building. There are two scenarios, either such
data is available from census or townhall, or bureau of population, either such data is estimated
determining the number of people per household in each village and by estimating the number of
people in each block of flat and house (i.e. 3 people/house). Therefore, for level 3 of detail the
population would be stored in a point feature type and the population in each polygon will be
derived from this by summing the population from all points inside each polygon.
Description in detail of the way of producing tangible and intangible exposed elements data is not part
of this methodology, but a proposal can be made on how to create this data for all flood risk areas at
national level, in a certain time-frame and in a certain budget, for a best effort/precision rate, based
on overall international experience and based on experience gathered during the production of data
for the three pilot areas. Also, all the tangible and intangible exposed elements can be also created
within a certain timeframe and budget, ensuring the improvement and maintenance of the product
for a certain period as well.
For testing the proposed methodology, at this stage, the population from Urban Atlas was used to
produce data that is in the web-GIS application.

Figure 47 Level 2 Population distribution (people/polygon)
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For level 3, the population distribution per polygon will be produced based on the population
distribution per point, this being the most precise method.

Figure 48 Population distribution (people/point)

Population at risk
Population at risk is the total population exposed to flooding and is derived from the population
distribution at polygon level, for each pixel within the polygon, by dividing the population per polygon
with the surface of polygon expressed in square kilometres.
The size of the pixel should be the same with the size of the pixel of the hazard maps, in this case 2
metres.
All pixels falling in the same polygon would have the same value of people/km2.

Figure 49 Population at risk (people/km2) for 0.2% probability

Loss of Life
Two methods are proposed for the determination of loss of life. First method is considering only the
water depth, ignoring the water velocity, while the second method is considering both the water depth
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and the water velocity. Each method is based on other data available for input, so one or another can
be used depending on available data.
For applying the first method it is necessary to estimate the percentage of evacuated population, while
for applying the second method it is necessary to estimate the warning time (in hours) and to know
some information regarding the preparedness of the authorities and public for the flood.
The second method is also taking the flow velocity into consideration.
Both methods are illustrated not in order to choose one or another, but to allow flood risk experts to
select one of the two methods (depending on available data).
Table 17 Fatalities determined with method 1 and method 2
0.2% probability,
Loss
of Action
Level 2 of detail
life
no
action
Method 1 - no evacuation 37
20% evacuated
Method 2 - worst case 62
Various warning times, most
scenario
population 0.5 hour, C3 – SUFRI case

Loss of life with
action
29
29

While testing both methods, for the flood probability of 0.2%, same values are obtained if 20% of the
population is evacuated.
Method 1 - based on water depth and evacuation fraction
For the determination of the mortality for fluvial and pluvial floods, the number of fatalities is
calculated as shown in the following equation:
N=Fd(h) ∙ (1−FE) ∙ NPAR
Where:
• N: loss of life estimate
• Fd(h) – mortality fraction / fatality rate (%)
• FE – evacuation fraction (also evacuation effectiveness)
• NPAR – number of people at risk
For water raise level below 0.5 meters per hour, as it is in the most floods in Romania, except for dam
break scenarios, it may be considered (as a simplified formula) that fatality rate is:
Fd(h) = 0.003 * h
where h is the water depth, as it is illustrated by the average line in the graphic below (simplification
of the approach by Jonkman [2007] and Maaskant et al. [2009]). The method is not using the water
velocity.
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Figure 50 Fatality rate chart based on water depth only

Figure 51 Fatality rate map based on water depth only
After determination of fatality rate based on water depth, the Loss of life can be determined, in two
scenarios, with and without evacuation (FE = 0%) with the above mentioned formula:
N = 0.003 * h * (1−FE) * NPAR
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Figure 52 Loss of life based on peak water depth, with 20% people evacuated
Method 2 - based on dragging parameter, warning time and preparedness of authorities and people
Within the second method the loss of life is determined based on a fatality rate used for each flood
severity.
For testing the methodology, the flood severity can be determined based on dragging, by using the
product of the peak water depth and peak water velocity. At this stage, the flood severity is
determined only based on dragging parameter. However, a more detailed methodology that is
determining the flood severity based on dragging, sliding, peak water depth and peak water velocity
is described in Appendix H.
Without considering the actions of the emergency agencies, and without any warning of the
population, for the worst-case scenario the following fatality rates would be taken into account for
testing the methodology.
Table 18 Fatality rate (%) depending on dragging parameter
Dragging (h*v)
Flood severity
Fatality rate (%)
>1
High
0.9
0.5-1
Medium
0.3
<0.5
Low
0.02

Figure 53 Flood severity based on dragging (low, medium, high) for 0.2% probability
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For each pixel, the fatality rate (i.e. 0.3% = 0.003) is multiplied with the Population at risk, resulting in
the loss of life if no actions are taken (i.e. warning, evacuation, population preparedness).

Figure 54 Loss of life based on dragging parameter without warning
As mentioned before, this is the worst-case scenario, in which no people are evacuated, people are
not warned that a flood would occur, and people are not educated on how to act during flood events.
A more realistic scenario can be made by taking into consideration that some people are warned and
have time to evacuate or to reach buildings with more floors and that emergency agencies are acting
with a certain degree of coordination between them, but still no protocols are established and the
Emergency Action plan was not applied yet even if this exist.

Figure 55 Mortality rate for different floods severities and warning times, C3 SUFRI case
In this case the fatality rate is lower and depends on warning time, as a significant number of people
are evacuated or are taking measures. For testing the methodology, the C3 situation was considered
and the warning time polygons were taking into consideration the audibility of the sirens and that the
people are faster warned trough sirens than trough SMS warning system. Localities upstream are
warned with few minutes in advance or are not warned at all, while localities downstream have more
time to prepare.
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Figure 56 Population warning time (hours)

Figure 57 Level 2 Population Loss of life (people/km2) for 0.2% probability
Morbidity and injuries
The morbidity and number of injured people will be assessed as a ratio of loss of life. For testing the
methodology, the ratio of 3:1 will be used. Each pixel of the Population loss of life will be multiplied
with 3, resulting the number of people injured.
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Figure 58 Level 2 Morbidity and injuries (people/km2) for 0.2% probability
Direct Intangible Damage
Direct Intangible Damage is obtained from by multiplying the Loss of Life (people/km 2) with the
economic value due to loss of life (Euro/people) + multiplying the Morbidity & injuries (people/km2)
with the economic value related to morbidity and injuries (Euro/people).
For testing the methodology, the following mentioned values will be used.
It will be considered that the average age of the people that loss their lives is the average age of people
in Romania, namely 42 years old. It will be considered that all these people are employed, so they are
contributing to the economy from the age of 23, until they become 65 years old (which is the average
age for male and female pension).
The GDP in Romania is about 10,000 USD/person, so in 23 years the contribution to the economy
would be 230,000 USD/person, that correspond to 200,000 Euro/person. Therefore, for testing the
methodology, the value of 200,000 Euro/person will be considered for fatalities.
For testing the methodology, the value of 10,000 Euro/person was considered as value of the
monetary damage for one injured person.
For each pixel the following monetary values will be determined:
• Mortality
15.398 (people/km2) * 200,000 (€/person) / 1,000,000 = 3.079 Euro/m2
• Morbidity and injuries
46.193 (people/km2) * 10,000 (€/person) / 1,000,000 = 0.462 Euro/m2
• Direct intangible damage
3.079 + 0.462 = 3.541 Euro/m2
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Figure 59 Level 2 Direct intangible damage (€/m2) for 0.2% probability
Total Indirect intangible damage
People who witnessed deaths, injuries and destruction of their home due to flooding, can suffer from
mental trauma.
An average family in Romania is 4 persons. If one lost its life, can be considered that there are three
people that witness its deaths. The number of injured people were already considered as being 3 times
the number of people that lost their lives.
The number of people that lost their home due to flooding will be considered equal to the number of
people that witness death and suffered injuries.
Therefore, the number of people that could suffer from mental trauma will be considered 12 times
more than people that lost their lives. But not all of them will suffer mental trauma. It will be
considered that only 25% of them will suffer mental trauma.
For testing the methodology, the number of people that will suffer mental trauma will be 3 times more
than the number of people that lost their lives.

Figure 60 Level 2 Population with mental health issues (people/km2) for 0.2% probability
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The economic damage due to people suffering mental trauma will be considered 20,000 Euro/person.
All numbers were used to test the methodology.
For a pixel were the loss of life is 15.398 people/km2, the indirect intangible damage will be:
15.398 (people/km2) * 3 * 20,000 Euro/person / 1,000,000 m2/km2= 0.924 Euro/m2.

Figure 61 Level 2 Indirect intangible damage (Euro/m2) for 0.2% probability
Total intangible damage
Total intangible damage (direct and indirect) is determined as the sum between the Direct intangible
damage and the Indirect intangible damage:
TIDID = TDID + TIID

Figure 62 Level 2 Total Intangible Damage (Euro/m2) for 0.2% probability
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4.4.4

Total tangible & intangible damage

For each probability it is determined the Total tangible & intangible damage as a sum of the Total
tangible damage and Total Intangible damage.
Considering that for one pixel the that the Total Tangible Damage is 41.98 Euro/m 2 and the Total
Intangible Damage is 4.46 Euro/m2, then the Total Tangible & Intangible Damage would be 46.44
Euro/m2.

Figure 63 Level 2 Total tangible & intangible damage (Euro/m2) for 0.2% probability

4.4.5

Expected Annual Damage

Once Total tangible & intangible damage are calculated for flood events with several return times, the
Expected Annual Damage (EAD) is determined with the following formula:

Where:
ΔPi = Exceedance Probability increment
Di = Average damage of the two events with exceedance probabilities Pi and Pi+1

Figure 64 Exceedance probability loss (EPL) and Expected Annual Damage (EAD)
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Table 19 Exceedance probability increment for various return periods
Return period (years) Exceedance Probability Di
Increment (ΔPi)
10
0.05
(20.15+13.20)/2
20
0.04
(29.82+20.15)/2
100
0.005
(33.60+29.82)/2
200
0.003
(36.55+33.60)/2
500
0.002
36.55
∞
Annual expected value of the number of casualties

ΔPi x Di

0.83
1.00
0.16
0.10
0.07
2.17

Knowing the area of the pixel and by adding the values for all pixels, the Expected Annual Damage is
determined for a certain flood risk hazard area, for a certain flood mechanism (i.e. fluvial flood).
As explained in previous sections, in the plain areas, when a river is flooded, its flood extent could
cover other river basins too. This means that in the river basin of Ghighiu and Pârâul Rece there will
be two values for the Expected Annual Damage in some pixels, one due to the flood of the
Ghighiu/Pârâul Rece river and another due to the flood of the Dâmbu river. In such cases, the values
of the Expected Annual Damage will be added for those pixels.

Figure 65 Expected annual damage for a hazard area covering multiple river basins
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Figure 66 Map of EAD

4.4.6

Annual Probable Loss of Life

The Annual Probable Loss of Life should be computed with the same formulas like the Expected Annual
Damage.

Figure 67 Map of Annual Probable casualties

4.4.7

Total Expected Annual Damage

If the probabilities are known for other flood mechanisms (i.e. flash flood, pluvial flood), the damage
due to other flood mechanism can be added as well to the Expected annual damage.
Therefore, the Expected Annual Damage (EAD) for all flood mechanisms will be their sum.
To illustrate the Total Expected Annual Damage for a certain pixel, it will be considered that the
Expected Annual Damage for pluvial flood is 0.3 €/m2 and the Expected Annual Damage for Flash flood
is 0 €/m2.
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Therefore, the Total Expected Annual Damage for a certain pixel would be 2.08 €/m 2 + 0.31 €/m2 + 0
€/m2 = 2.39 €/m2.

4.5

Pilot area Initial Results

For each river basin and each flooded area by other mechanisms than fluvial, the following results
should be determined and filled in a similar table. For fluvial floods, these values should be added as
attributes to the river basins feature type.
Main info
Flood mechanism
Probabilities
River/Flood basin code
River/Flood basin name
River/Flood basin area
River/Flood length
Major damage in
inhabited place national code
Model or Date of observed event?
Methodology version used
Parameters version used
Overall accuracy
Expected Annual Damage

Value
fluvial
0.2, 0.5, 1, 5, 10
11-1-20-13-14
Dâmbu
167.83
40.3
Ploiești
130543
model
1.0 (07/2020)
0.1 (06/2020)
1.3
20.8

UoM

km2
km

Level
Mio €/year

For other flood mechanisms the above information should be added as attributes to the inhabited
places feature type, for each flood mechanism type.
Main info
Flood mechanism
Probabilities
River/Flood basin code
River/Flood basin name
River/Flood basin area
River/Flood length
Major damage in
inhabited place national code
Model or Date of observed event?
Methodology version used
Parameters version used
Overall accuracy
Expected Annual Damage

Value
pluvial
0.2, 0.5, 1, 5, 10
130543
Ploiești
35.5
6.5
Ploiești
130543
model
1.0 (07/2020)
0.1 (06/2020)
1.3
0.3

UoM

km2
km

Level
Mio €/year

The Expected Annual Damage (EAD) due to fluvial flood should be also determined for each individual
inhabited place to be filled too at the level of the inhabited place feature type.
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The sum of EAD for each flood mechanism will indicate the Total Expected Annual Damage for all flood
mechanisms in each inhabited place.
For areas outside the inhabited places separate polygons for each administrative unit will be filled with
similar information. It will be obtained a national wide polygon feature type with the Total Annual
Damage for all flood mechanisms per inhabited place and administrative unit.
The following results were obtained by testing the methodology for a fluvial flood with 0.2%
probability on river Dâmbu by using level 2 accuracy data.
Table 20 Values obtained while testing the methodology for a flood with 0.2% probability on river
Dâmbu by using level 2 accuracy data
Value
UoM
%€
%
%
area
buildings
Flood mechanism
fluvial
Probability
0.2
%
Discharge
243
m3/s
Precipitation
mm
River/Flood basin code
11-1-20-13-14
River/Flood basin name
Dâmbu
River/Flood basin area
167.83
km2
River/Flood length
40.3
km
Major damage in
Ploiești
inhabited place national code
130543
Model/Date of observed event?
model
Methodology version used
1.0 (07/2020)
Parameters version used
0.1 (06/2020)
Overall accuracy
1.3
Level
Hazard area (without holes)
26.79
km2
Flooded area
18.81
km2
Average water depth
0.75
m
in residential areas
0.53
m
Average water velocity
1.43
m/s
in residential areas
1.31
m/s
Direct tangible damage
285,840,300
€
78.2
100
Agriculture
621,200
€
0.22
66.9
Roads and railways
47,372,400
€
16.57 4.1
Residential
190,455,000
€
66.62 15.4
28.4
Industrial and public
37,331,300
€
13.06 4.6
24.3
Commercial
8,224,000
€
2.88
0.3
45.4
Sports and leisure facilites
1,087,300
€
0.38
0.1
76.4
Green urban areas (& cemeteries) 746,400
€
0.26
0.6
Other
2,700
€
0.01
0.1
Indirect tangible damage
71,460,100
€
19.5
Total tangible damage
357,300,400
€
97.7
Population at risk
27,137
people Loss of life – M1 no evacuation
37
people Loss of life – M1 with evacuation
30
people -
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Loss of life – M2 no warning
Loss of life – M2 with warning
Injured people
Direct intangible damage
People with mental trauma
Indirect intangible damage
Total intangible damage
Total damage

62
29
86
6,525,900
86
1,702,410
8,228,310
365,528,710

people
people
people
€
people
€
€
€

1.8
0.5
2.3
100

-

The following results were obtained by testing the methodology for a fluvial flood with 0.5%
probability on river Dâmbu by using level 2 accuracy data.
Table 21 Values obtained while testing the methodology for a flood with 0.5 % probability on river
Dâmbu by using level 2 accuracy data
Value
UoM
%€
%
%
area
buildings
Flood mechanism
fluvial
Probability
0.5
%
Discharge
195
m3/s
Peak precipitation
mm
River/Flood basin code
11-1-20-13-14
River/Flood basin name
Dâmbu
River/Flood basin area
167.83
km2
River/Flood length
40.3
km
Major damage in
Ploiești
inhabited place national code
130543
Model/Date of observed event?
model
Methodology version used
1.0 (07/2020)
Parameters version used
0.1 (06/2020)
Overall accuracy
1.3
Level
Hazard area (without holes)
24.99
km2
Flooded area
17.82
km2
Average water depth
0.74
m
in residential areas
0.5
m
Average water velocity
1.34
m/s
in residential areas
1.26
m/s
Direct tangible damage
264,068,100
€
78.6
100
Agriculture
581,500
€
0.22
66.5
Roads and railways
44,089,300
€
16.70 4.0
Residential
174,906,200
€
66.23 15.4
28.3
Industrial and public
35,041,100
€
13.27 4.8
24.8
Commercial
7,735,300
€
2.93
0.3
45.7
Sports and leisure facilites
1,041,500
€
0.39
0.1
77.1
Green urban areas (& cemeteries)
670,700
€
0.25
0.6
Other
2,500
€
0.01
0.1
Indirect tangible damage
66,017,025
€
19.6
Total tangible damage
330,085,125
€
98.2
Population at risk
25,164
people -
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Loss of life – M1 no evacuation
Loss of life – M1 with evacuation
Loss of life – M2 no warning
Loss of life – M2 with warning
Injured people
Direct intangible damage
People with mental trauma
Indirect intangible damage
Total intangible damage
Total damage

32
25
46
21
62
4,731,570
62
1,234,340
5,965,910
336,051,035

people
people
people
people
people
€
people
€
€
€

1.4
0.4
1.8
100

-

Table 22 Values obtained while testing the methodology for a flood with 1 % probability on river Dâmbu
by using level 2 accuracy data
Value
UoM
%€
%
%
area
buildings
Flood mechanism
fluvial
Probability
1
%
Discharge
160
m3/s
Peak precipitation
mm
River/Flood basin code
11-1-20-13-14
River/Flood basin name
Dâmbu
River/Flood basin area
167.83
km2
River/Flood length
40.3
km
Major damage in
Ploiești
inhabited place national code
130543
Model/Date of observed event?
model
Methodology version used
1.0 (07/2020)
Parameters version used
0.1 (06/2020)
Overall accuracy
1.3
Level
Hazard area (without holes)
23.07
km2
Flooded area
16.14
km2
Average water depth
0.70
m
in residential areas
0.48
m
Average water velocity
1.27
m/s
in residential areas
1.18
m/s
Direct tangible damage
234,985,800
€
78.79 100
Agriculture
513,900
€
0.22
74.10
Roads and railways
35,099,500
€
14.94 3.83
Residential
158,249,000
€
67.34 15.51 28.40
Industrial and public
32,544,000
€
13.85 5.01
25.13
Commercial
7,249,800
€
3.09
0.35
44.93
Sports and leisure facilities
716,100
€
0.30
0.07
69.49
Green urban areas (& cemeteries)
611,300
€
0.26
0.61
Other
2,200
€
0.00
0.52
Indirect tangible damage
58,746,400
€
19.70 Total tangible damage
293,732,200
€
98.49 Population at risk
23,005
people Loss of life (no evacuation)
people -
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Loss of life (with evacuation)
Loss of Life method
Injured people
Direct intangible damage
People with mental trauma
Indirect intangible damage
Total intangible damage
Total damage

16
2 – C3
47
3,565,650
47
930,170
4,495,820
298,228,020

people

-

-

people
€
people
€
€
€

1.20
0.31
1.51
100

-

Table 23 Values obtained while testing the methodology for a flood with 5 % probability on river Dâmbu
by using level 2 accuracy data
Value
UoM
%€
%
%
area
buildings
Flood mechanism
fluvial
Probability
5
%
Discharge
87
m3/s
Peak precipitation
mm
River/Flood basin code
11-1-20-13-14
River/Flood basin name
Dâmbu
River/Flood basin area
167.83
km2
River/Flood length
40.3
km
Major damage in
Ploiești
inhabited place national code
130543
Model/Date of observed event?
model
Methodology version used
1.0 (07/2020)
Parameters version used
0.1 (06/2020)
Overall accuracy
1.3
Level
Hazard area (without holes)
16.94
km2
Flooded area
12.09
km2
Average water depth
0.68
m
in residential areas
0.43
m
Average water velocity
1.12
m/s
in residential areas
1.03
m/s
Direct tangible damage
159,639,500
€
79.21 100
Agriculture
370,600
€
0.23
75.52
Roads and railways
23,481,100
€
14.71 3.55
Residential
105,070,400
€
65.82 14.47 27.61
Industrial and public
24,346,200
€
15.25 4.84
26.79
Commercial
5,953,700
€
3.73
0.40
48.39
Sports and leisure facilites
0
€
0.00
0.00
0.00
Green urban areas (& cemeteries)
416,000
€
0.26
0.57
Other
1,500
€
0.00
0.64
Indirect tangible damage
39,910,000
€
19.80 Total tangible damage
199,549,500
€
99.01 Population at risk
14,843
people Loss of life (no evacuation)
14.89
people Loss of life (with evacuation)
7
people Loss Of Life method
2 – C3
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Injured people
Direct intangible damage
People with mental trauma
Indirect intangible damage
Total intangible damage
Total damage

21
1,579,975
21
412,170
1,992,145
201,541,645

people
€
people
€
€
€

0.78
0.20
0.99
100

-

Table 24 Values obtained while testing the methodology for a flood with 10 % probability on river
Dâmbu by using level 2 accuracy data
Value
UoM
%€
%
%
area
buildings
Flood mechanism
fluvial
Probability
10
%
Discharge
59
m3/s
Peak precipitation
mm
River/Flood basin code
11-1-20-13-14
River/Flood basin name
Dâmbu
River/Flood basin area
167.83
km2
River/Flood length
40.3
km
Major damage in
Ploiești
inhabited place national code
130543
Model/Date of observed event?
model
Methodology version used
1.0 (07/2020)
Parameters version used
0.1 (06/2020)
Overall accuracy
1.3
Level
Hazard area (without holes)
11.90
km2
Flooded area
8.67
km2
Average water depth
0.63
m
in residential areas
0.38
m
Average water velocity
1.03
m/s
in residential areas
0.90
m/s
Direct tangible damage
104,706,500
€
79.30 100
Agriculture
254,500
€
0.24
76.81
Roads and railways
13,346,500
€
12.85 3.20
Residential
70,058,000
€
66.91 13.94 26.95
Industrial and public
15,957,800
€
15.24 4.71
26.56
Commercial
5,076,800
€
4.85
0.48
52.19
Sports and leisure facilites
0
€
0.00
0.00
0.00
Green urban areas (& cemeteries)
11,700
€
0.01
0.02
Other
1,200
€
0.04
0.85
Indirect tangible damage
26,176,650
€
19.83 Total tangible damage
130,883,150
€
Population at risk
9,358
people Loss of life (no evacuation)
8.5
people Loss of life (with evacuation)
4
people Loss Of Life method
2 – C3
Injured people
12
people -
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Direct intangible damage
People with mental trauma
Indirect intangible damage
Total intangible damage
Total damage

915,995
12
238,955
1,154,950
132,038,100

€
people
€
€
€

-

100

-

It can be observed that in this pilot the intangible damage represents about 2% from the total damage,
while the direct tangible damage represents little bit less than 80% from the total damage. Similar
proportions were found for all probabilities.

Figure 68 Tangible/intangible, Direct/indirect damage chart
By using exposed elements with level 2 of accuracy, in the Dâmbu pilot area the Damage to residential
area is the biggest, mainly because has the largest area within flooded area of the inhabited places.
Expected annual damage, EAD = 21.70 Mio EURO.
Return period (years)

Exceedance
Probability
Increment (ΔPi)

Di

ΔPi x Di

0.05

(201.5+132.0)/2

8.34

0.04

(298.2+201.5)/2

9.94

0.005

(336.0+298.2)/2

1.59

0.003

(365.5+336.0)/2

1.05

0.002

365.5

0.73

EAD (Mio EURO)

21.70

10
20
100
200
500
∞

The Expected Annual Damage calculated value (not raster) split per:
• River basins
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Table 25 EAD per river basins
River
basin River Basin Code
name
Valea Largă
Teleajen
Pârâul Rece
Ghighiu
Dâmbul

XI_1.20.13.14.1.
XI_1.20.13...
XI_1.20.13.16..
XI_1.20.13.15..
XI_1.20.13.14..

• Villages and towns
Table 26 EAD per villages and towns
Named place
SIRUTA SIRUTA
Code
Level

River
Basin
Level
6
6
6
6
6

Expected
Annual Annual Potential
Damage (Mio EURO) Loss
of
Life
(people)
0.017841
0.048068
0.000884
0.208267
0.001639
0.586906
0.002382
19.88457
0.899518

SIRUTA
Admin
Unit

Expected Annual Annual
Damage
(Mio Potential Loss
EURO)
of
Life
(people)

Blejoi

130687

3

130678

0.00013168

0.000398

Cartierul
Dâmbu

130632

3

130614

0.000500914

0.000004

Bordenii Mici

135191

3

135164

0.002878136

0.000007

Goga

135075

3

135020

0.00821826

0.000031

Ploieştiori

130696

3

130678

0.016484368

0.000665

Buchilaşi

135057

3

135020

0.018965868

0.001937

Ghighiu

130570

3

130552

0.057177977

0.002967

Dâmbu

131005

3

130981

0.161063928

0.031116

Corlăteşti

130650

3

130614

0.357614181

0.04674

Păuleştii Noi

130883

3

130847

0.464244024

0.002358

Ţintea

131041

3

130981

0.723101159

0.161617

Ploieşti

130543

3

130534

16.34745131

0.656546

• Administrative Units outside built-up areas
Table 27 EAD per Administrative Units outside built-up areas
Admin
Unit SIRUTA
SIRUTA Expected
Annual Annual Potential
name
Code
Level
Damage (Mio EURO)
Loss
of
Life
(people)
Scorţeni
135164
2
0.074731305
0
Blejoi
130678
2
0.076157303
0.000001
Băicoi
130981
2
0.10960529
0
Bărcăneşti
130552
2
0.185881017
0
Păuleşti
130847
2
0.242704661
0
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Râfov
Berceni
Ploieşti

135020
130614
130534

2
2
2

0.26901025
0.514464447
1.115264484

0
0.000027
0.000007

Figure 69 Map illustrating EAD
Similar numbers and maps were produced fort the Annual Probable Loss of Life (PLL).

Figure 70 Map of Annual Probable Loss of Life

4.6

Optimal cell size for calculation

For this pilot area, the cell size used for calculation the flood risk was 2. An analysis was done (see also
annex K) to assess the impact of changing the cell size on the calculated flood risk. The reason was that
calculation time may become less, without affecting the output. Conclusion were as follows:
When using Level 1 and 2 for the exposed elements the recommended cell size for computation is 8m.
When using Level 3 for the exposed elements the recommended cell size is 4m.
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A standard GIS operation could be needed to reclassify the raster outputs from the FHM to have the
adequate risk cell size.

4.7

Lessons learnt

The following lessons were learnt while testing the methodology:
• It is critical to eliminate the pixels corresponding to the river from hazard maps, otherwise higher
values are obtained.
• The accuracy of the hazard input data has a huge influence on the results of the damage and loss
and hazard maps. The accuracy of the final result is mostly determined by the lowest accuracy of
the input.
• If the water velocity is computed with a 1D model the water velocity hazard is providing exaggerate
results for loss of life. Therefore, 2D models should provide input for creating water velocity hazard
data that would be suitable for damage and loss and hazard maps.
• A 2D model should be especially be used for better hazard maps (critical) at least in settlement
areas or areas where the slopes decrease significantly and coupled with 1D model for the rest of
the river basin in order to obtain an acceptable hazard data accuracy , especially for water
velocity with keeping also the modelling effort and size of the results in reasonable limits.
• There are some differences if one or another software is used for calculating zonal statistics.
• From this pilot it appears that the use of level 1 data for exposed elements for areas outside the
inhabited sites and level 2 data for exposed elements for inhabited areas is reasonable.
• The combined methodology for damage and loss assessment and for flood risk mapping is using
as input the results from the flood hazard methodology. The combined methodology for damage
and loss assessment and for flood risk mapping is not influencing the flood hazard methodology.
The more precise hazard maps are used, the better flood risk maps are obtained. Accuracy of
hazard maps is subject to flood hazard mapping methodology (i.e. 1D model results are less
accurate than coupled 1D/2D or 2D model results).
• For obtaining accurate EAD, when modeling hazard, it is important to determine the probability
corresponding to the initiation of the damage (i.e. the flood extent reach the first house with a
water depth of 30 cm or more than 1 hectare of agricultural land is flooded by more than 20 cm)
and is of highly importance to have correctly determined the discharges for each probability,
including for the probability corresponding to the initiation of the damage. It is more important to
determine the return period corresponding to the initiation of the damage, than to have hazard
maps produced for 1000, 500 or 200 years return period. It is more important to produce hazard
maps for 5 years return rate than for 1000, 500 or 200 years return period.
• When using Level 1 and 2 for the exposed elements the recommended cell size for computation
is 8m resolution. Furthermore, when using Level 3 for the exposed elements the recommended
cell size 4m. A standard GIS operation is needed to reclassify the raster outputs from the FHM to
have the adequate risk cell size.
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Appendixes
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A

Description of the database

HazardArea represented as polygon. This spatial dataset will hold the hazard areas based on the
extent of the hazard raster data (peak water depth and peak velocity), with holes excluded.
Field name
RiverBasinCode
RiverBasinLevel
Name
Id
TypeOfHazard
Probability
DeterminationMethod

Description
EU River Basin Code
Level of the river basin (maximum 6th level)
Name of the river basin
i.e. HAZ_RF02_RORW11-1-20-13-14_B1, that indicates the corresponding
raster for the polygon geometry
i.e.: fluvial flood, pluvial flood, flash flood
Probability for which the methodology was applied
Will be always considered as being ”modelling” for the flood hazard maps.
Only in case that a database will be made for storing floods data from
floods that occurred, then the determinationMethod will be
”indirectDetermination”.

Tangible Exposed Elements
Level1_LandUse data from Corine Land Cover modified by INHGA represented as polygon with the
structure below. The percentage of buildings should be estimated or computed based on geometry
intersection with Level2_BuildingFootprint vector dataset. MaxDamageStructure and
MaxDamageContent should have values only when these differ from the default values for the
TypeOfElement (defined in table Level1_IndicativeMaximumDamageValue), otherwise they should be
null.
Field Name
Id
TypeOfElement
BuildingsPercentage
MaxDamageStructure
MaxDamageContent

Description
Unique Id
Level 1 typology code, See annex C
Percentage covered by buildings, as fraction of 1
The Maximum damage value to the structure by considering the
percentage of the buildings inside the polygon, in Euros
The Maximum damage value to the content by considering the
percentage of the buildings inside the polygon, in Euros/sq. meter

Level1_POI represented as point with the following structure:
Field Name
Id
Category
SubCategory
Name

Description
Unique Id
Category (Human Health & Community, Environment, Cultural)
SubCategory (i.e. Hospital, Police, Town Hall, Museum, Archeological
site)
Name of the Point of interest

Level2_LandUse_Population Geometry from Urban Atlas or made with similar methodology where
Urban Atlas data does not exist, represented as polygon with the structure below. The percentage of
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buildings should be computed based on geometry intersection with Level2_BuildingFootprint vector
dataset. MaxDamageStructure and MaxDamageContent should have values only when these differ
from
the
default
values
for
the
TypeOfElement
(defined
in
table
Level2_IndicativeMaximumDamageValue), otherwise they should be null.
Field Name
Id
TypeOfElement
BuildingsPercentage
MaxDamageStructure
MaxDamageContent
Population

Description
Unique Id
Level 2 typology code, see annex B
Percentage covered by buildings, as fraction of 1
The Maximum damage value to the structure by considering the
percentage of the buildings inside the polygon, in Euros/sq. meter
The Maximum damage value to the content by considering the
percentage of the buildings inside the polygon, in Euros/sq. meter
Population number per polygon

Level3_LandUse with better accuracy of geometry then Urban Atlas data represented as polygon with
the structure below. MaxDamageStructure and MaxDamageContent should have values only when
these differ from the default values for the TypeOfElement (defined in table
Level3_LandUseIndicativeMaximumDamageValue), otherwise they should be null.
Field Name
Id
TypeOfElement
Environmental
Community
MaxDamageStructure
MaxDamageContent
Population

Description
Unique Id
Level 3 typology code, see annex F
Value = TRUE if the area also has environmental risk and no structures
exist, or they are not presenting a risk
Value = TRUE if the area also has a community importance and no
structures exist, or they are not presenting a risk, but the area is at risk
The Maximum damage value to the structure, in Euros/sq. meter
The Maximum damage value to the content (buildings/structures are
counted separately), in Euros/sq. meter
Population per polygon based on Level3_PopulationPoints

Level3_Structure constructions and buildings represented as polygon with the structure below.
MaxDamageStructure and MaxDamageContent should have values only when these differ from the
default
values
for
the
TypeOfElement
(defined
in
table
Level3_LandUseIndicativeMaximumDamageValue), otherwise they should be null.
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Field Name
Id
TypeOfElement
Name
Environmental
Heritage
Community
MaxDamageStructure
MaxDamageContent

Description
Unique Id
Level 3 typology CODE
Name of the building (i.e. Hospital Name) to be used as label in the
map
Value = TRUE if the structure also has environmental risk
Value = TRUE if the structure is of cultural heritage interest
Value = TRUE if the structure is of community interest
The Maximum damage value to the structure, in Euros/sq. meter
The Maximum damage value to the content of the structure, in
Euros/sq. meter

Level2_BuildingFootprint buildings represented as polygon (single part) with the structure below. The
main use of this spatial dataset is to evaluate Level 1 and 2 building percentage.
Field Name
Id
Description

Description
Unique Id
Building description

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
Id
1
2

Description
Building
Building

Level1_Road represented as line (single part) with the structure below. This dataset can be used to
improve the accuracy of Level1_LandUse.
Field name
Id
Type
Indicative
International
Buffer

Description
Unique Id
Type of the road. For example, national road, county road etc.
The national code of the road.
The international code of the road.
The buffer to be applied for lines to become polygons, in meters

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
Id
1
2
3
4

Type
DJ
CO
E
E

Indicative
DJ 101D

International

DN 1
DN 1

E 60
E 60

Buffer
3.5
2
5
3.5

Values for buffer are provided just for illustrative purpose.
Level1_Railway represented as line (single part) with the structure below. This dataset can be used to
improve the accuracy of Level1_LandUse.
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Field name
Id
MainRailway
SecondaryRailway
Buffer

Description
Unique Id
The code for the main railway
The code for the secondary railway
The buffer to be applied for lines to become polygons, in meters

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
Id
1
2

MainRailway
300
700

SecondaryRailway Buffer
304
3
701
3

Level3_Point represented as point with the structure below. This dataset can be used to store
electricity poles and other punctiform structures.
Field name
Id
TypeOfElement
Buffer

Description
Unique Id
Level 3 typology code, see annex F
The buffer to be applied for point to become polygons, in meters

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
Id
1
2

TypeOfElement
66250
66250

Buffer
5
10

Common Vulnerability for Intangible Exposed Elements
PopulationWarningTime represented as polygon (single part) with the following structure. This spatial
dataset is required to compute the loss of life, as described further in the document. TimeHours should
always be a positive value (i.e. use 0.001 instead of 0 when no warning will be issued).
Field name
Id
PlaceName
TimeHours

Description
Unique Id
The name of the place if any or if suitable (could be the code of the siren if any)
The time represented in hours

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
Id
1
2

LocalityName
Ghighiu
Ploieștiori

TimeHours
0.5
1

SirenAudibility represented as polygon (single part) with the structure below. This spatial dataset can
be used to improve the accuracy of the PopulationWarningTime dataset in the areas covered by sirens.
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Field name
Id
Radius
SirenHeight

Description
Unique Id
Siren coverage radius
The height of the siren above ground

Intangible Exposed Elements
InhabitedNamedPlace represented as multipart polygon with the structure below. This polygon is
used mainly for identification of affected settlements and as an input for computing Risk zones.
Field Name
LocalityName
LocalityType
AdminUnitName
AdminUnitType
LocalityCode
AdminUnitCode

Description
The name of the locality
The locality type
The name of the Territorial Administrative Unit
The type of the Territorial Administrative Unit
Locality National Code (SIRUTA)
Territorial Administrative Unit National Code (SIRUTA)

Below an example on how the table should be completed:
LocalityNa
me
Româneşti

Tătărani

Berceni

LocalityType

AdminUnitNa
me
Village belonging to Bărcăneşti
the
commune,
other
than
residence
Village belonging to Bărcăneşti
the
commune,
other
than
residence
Village commune Berceni
residence

AdminUnitTy
pe
Commune

LocalityCo
de
130598

AdminUnitCo
de
130552

Commune

130605

130552

Commune

130623

130614

Level1_Population represented as polygon with the structure below. The geometries should generally
follow the ones in the InhabitedNamedPlace dataset, with non-residential areas (roads, railways, etc)
removed. In case of multipart polygons, the field EstimatedPopopulation indicates the estimated
population for each polygon part.
Field Name
SIRUTALocality
TotalPopulation
PopulationDensity
EstimatedPopulation

Description
Locality National Code
Population at the locality level
Population density per square kilometer
Estimated population per each polygon part

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
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SIRUTALocality
130561
130561
130570

Population
3226
3226
755

PopulationDensity
35.13
35.13
29.96

EstimatedPopopulation
621
47
6

Level3_PopulationPoints represented as point with the following structure:
Field Name
Id
Population

Description
Unique Id
Population number

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
Id
1
2

Population
277
276

Risk zones
DamageAndLoss_Area at the level of inhabited area and administrative unit, represented as multipart
polygon. NationalCode should be the Named Place SIRUTA for inhabited areas, and the LAU SIRUTA
for administrative units. The geometries should not overlap, i.e. expected annual damage and
potential loss of life for administrative units should only include data about the areas that are not
already included in inhabited places. The geometries of the inhabited places should be the same as
the ones in the InhabitedNamedPlace dataset.
Field name
Id
NationalCode
InhabitedArea
Name
EAD
PLL

Description
Unique Id
SIRUTA NationalCode
TRUE/FALSE
Name of the inhabited named place or of the admin unit
Expected Annual Damage (Euro)
Annual Potential Loss of Life

DamageAndLoss_RiverBasin at the level of river basin, represented as multipart polygon
Field name
Id
RiverBasinCode
RiverBasinLevel
Name
EAD
PLL

Description
Unique Id
EU River Basin Code
Level of the river basin (maximum 6)
Name of the river basin
Expected Annual Damage (Euro)
Annual Potential Loss of Life

RiskResultsProbability_X at the level of hazard area, represented as polygons, where X represents the
probability value (i.e.: 0.2, 0.5, 1, 5 and 10). The geometries should be the same as the ones in the
HazardArea spatial dataset. For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38.
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Field name
Id
Flood_mechanism
Probability
Discharge
Precipitation
River_Flood_basin_code
River_Flood_basin_name
River_Flood_basin_area
River_Flood_length
Major_damage_in_
inhabited_place_national_code
Model_Date_of_observed_event
Methodology_version_used
Parameters_version_used
Overall_accuracy
Hazard_area_without_holes
Flooded_area
Average_water_depth
n_residential_areas
Average_water_velocity
in_residential_areas1
Direct_tangible_damage
Agriculture

Description
Unique Id
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
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Roads_and_railways
Residential
ndustrial_and_public
Commercial
Sports_and_leisure_facilites
Green_urban_areas_cemeteries_
Other
Indirect_tangible_damage
Total_tangible_damage
Population_at_risk
Loss_of_life_method_1_water_de
pth_without_evacuation
Loss_of_life_method_1_water_de
pth_with_evacuation
Loss_of_life_method_2_dragging_
without_warning
Loss_of_life_method_2_dragging_
with_warning
Injured_people
Direct_intangible_damage
People_with_mental_trauma
Indirect_intangible_damage
Total_intangible_damage
Total_damage

For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38
For descriptions and values see the tables 34, 35, 36, 37 and
38

Tabular data
JRCDamageCurve contains the damage curves based on the “Global flood depth-damage functions –
Methodology and the database with guidelines” JRC Technical Report. The curves can be either the
ones described in that report for Europe, or a combination of them (e.g. average between Industrial
and Commercial).
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Field Name

Description

DamageCurveId
DamageCurveName
PeakWaterDepth
VulnerabilityAssessment

Curve Id
Curve name
Peak water depth in meters
Vulnerability assessment, fraction of 1

Below an example on how the data should be completed (see annex D):
DamageCurveId
1
1
1
1
1
1

DamageCurveName
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings

PeakWaterDepth
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
3

VulnerabilityAssessment
0
0.25
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.75

Level1_IndicativeMaximumDamageValue indicates for each Level 1 type of elements a textual
description of the code, as well as the default values for the MaximumValueStructure and
MaximumValueContent. The default values are used whenever no explicit values exist in the
Level1_LandUse datasets. For types of elements that take buildings into account (have UseBuilding
true), the effective Maximum Damage Values is computed by multiplying each of the default Maximum
Damage Value with the building percentage present in Level1_LandUse. The DamageCurve indicates
the curve to use from JRCDamageCurve. Category indicates the category of the element in a certain
classification system (preferably the “Exposed Element Category” used by INSPIRE).
Field Name
TypeOfElement
Description
MaximumValueStructure
MaximumValueContent
DamageCurve
UseBuilding
Category

Description
Level 1 typology code, see annex C
Description
The maximum value of the damage to the structure in
Euro/m2
The maximum value of the damage to the content
within the structure in Euro/m2
Name of the damage curve
Take into account buildings or not
Exposed Element Category

Below an example on how the data should be completed (see annex B):
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TypeOfEl
ement
110
121

122

Description

ValueStr ValueC
ucture
ontent

Urban Fabric
450
Industrial
or
commercial units 500
Road and rail
networks
and
associated land
300

300
300

DamageCurve
JRCResidential
Buildings
JRCCommercial
IndustrialAVG

UseBuild
ing

Category
economic

Yes
economic
Yes
infrastructure

JRCInfrastructu
reRoads

0

<Null>

Level2_IndicativeMaximumDamageValue indicates for each Level 2 type of elements a textual
description of the code, as well as the default values for the MaximumValueStructure and
MaximumValueContent. The default values are used whenever no explicit values exist in the
Level2_LandUse datasets. For types of elements that take buildings into account (have UseBuilding
true), the effective Maximum Damage Values is computed by multiplying each of the default Maximum
Damage Value with the building percentage present in Level2_LandUse. The DamageCurve indicates
the curve to use from JRCDamageCurve. Category indicates the category of the element in a certain
classification system (preferably the “Exposed Element Category” used by INSPIRE).
Field Name
TypeOfElement
Description
MaximumValueStructure
MaximumValueContent
DamageCurve
UseBuilding
Category

Description
Level 2 typology code, see annex B
Description
The maximum value of the damage to the structure in Euro/m2
The maximum value of the damage to the content within the
structure in Euro/m2
Name of the damage curve
Take into account buildings or not
Exposed Element Category

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
TypeOfEl
ement

Description

ValueStr
ucture

ValueC
ontent

11000
12110
12120

Urban Fabric
Industrial
Commercial

450
300
500

300
500
800

DamageCurve
JRCResidentialBuil
dings
JRCIndustrial
JRCCommercial

UseBui
lding

Category
Economic

Yes
Yes
Yes

Economic
Economic

Level3_LandUseIndicativeMaximumDamageValue indicates for each Level 3 type of elements (land
parcels) a textual description of the code, as well as the default values for the MaximumValueStructure
and MaximumValueContent. The default values are used whenever no explicit values exist in the
Level3_LandUse datasets. The DamageCurve indicates the curve to use from JRCDamageCurve.
Category indicates the category of the element in a certain classification system (preferably the
“Exposed Element Category” used by INSPIRE).
Field Name
TypeOfElement
Description

Description
Level 3 typology code for land use parcels
Description
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MaximumValueStructure
MaximumValueContent
DamageCurve
Category

The maximum value of the damage to the structure in Euro/m2
The maximum value of the damage to the content within the
structure in Euro/m2
Name of the damage curve
Exposed Element Category

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
TypeOfEle
ment
12120
12150
11260

Description

Value
Structure

Value content

Damage
curve

Commercial area
Education plot
Residential area
with block of flats

Category
economic
social
property

Level3_StructureIndicativeMaximumDamageValue indicates for each Level 3 type of elements
(buildings) a textual description of the code, as well as the default values for the
MaximumValueStructure and MaximumValueContent. The default values are used whenever no
explicit values exist in the Level3_Structure datasets. The DamageCurve indicates the curve to use
from JRCDamageCurve. Category indicates the category of the element in a certain classification
system (preferably the “Exposed Element Category” used by INSPIRE).
Field Name
TypeOfElement
Description
MaximumValueStructure
MaximumValueContent
DamageCurve
Category

Description
Level 3 typology code for structures (buildings)
Description
The maximum value of the damage to the structure in Euro/m2
The maximum value of the damage to the content within the
structure in Euro/m2
Name of the damage curve
Exposed Element Category

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
TypeOfEle
ment
61000
61100
62000
62500
62100

Value
structure

Description
Residential building - unknown
Residential house or Annex
Commercial unknown
Services (I.e.: Hair Salon, Car Wash)
Hotel (not large)

Value
content

Damage
curve

Category
Residential
Residential
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

ModelParameter indicates the various parameters used for computing indirect tangible damages and
direct and indirect intangible damages, according to the methodology described in this document. The
names of the parameters should be at least the ones in the example. If other numeric parameters are
used, they can be added to this table.
Field Name
Parameter

Description
Name of parameter
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Value

Value of parameter (number)

Below is an example (see also Table 20):
Parameter
DirectIntangible_DirectTangible_Damage_Ratio
LossOfLife_Method_1_Mortality_Ratio
Evacuation_Ratio
LossOfLife_Method_2_SUFRI_Scenario
Injuries_Fatalities_Ratio
Fatality_Monetary_Damage
Injuries_Monetary_Damage
Fatalities_DestructionWitness_Ratio
MentalTrauma_DestructionWitness_Ratio
IndirectIntangible_Monetary_Damage

Value
0.25
0.003
0.2
3
3
200000
10000
0.083333
0.25
20000

FatalityRate indicates the percentage of exposed population that could die based on warning time
and the understanding of the risk according to various methodologies (e.g. the SUFRI Methodology for
pluvial and river flooding risk assessment in urban areas to inform decision-making).
Field Name
FloodSeverity
WarningTime
Understanding
FatalityRate

Description
Flood severity (low, medium or high)
Warning time in hours
Degree to which the events that are about to unfold are understood
by the people at risk according to methodology
Percentage of exposed population could die

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
FloodSeverity
LOW
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM

WarningTime
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
24
0

Understanding
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1

FatalityRate
0.0002
0.00015
0.009
0.009
0.007
0.003
0.003
0.0008
0.003

FloodSeverityDragging indicates the dragging thresholds used to classify the severity of the flood. The
thresholds are independent of the methodology used for defining the understanding of the risk. A
raster cell is included in a FloodSeverity class if its value for the parameter Dragging is lower than the
threshold of that class, but greater than the thresholds of all classes with smaller FloodSeverityId.
Field Name
FloodSeverityId

Description
Number of the class of severity
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FloodSeverity
Dragging

Flood severity (low, medium or high)
Parameter hydraulic that is the depth of water multiplied by velocity
expressed in m3/s

Below an example on how the data should be completed:
FloodSeverityId
1
2
3

FloodSeverity
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

Dragging
0.5
1
99999

For the implementation of the complex model of the SUFRI methodology the flood severity should be
determined not only by dragging, but also by peak water depth, peak water velocity and sliding based
on the picture below.

In this case, a raster cell is included in a FloodSeverity class if its values for the ALL the parameters
(dragging, sliding, depth and velocity) are lower than the thresholds of that class, but greater than the
thresholds of all classes with smaller FloodSeverityId.
FloodSeverityId
1
2
3
4
5

FloodSeverity
INSIGNIFICANT
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
SEVERE

Dragging
0.5
1
1
3
9999

Sliding
<null>
1.23
1.23
<null>
9999

Depth
0.45
0.8
1
2
9999

Velocity
1.5
1.6
1.88
3
9999

RiskRasterResult lists the file names for all the rasters generated by the methodology, along with their
basic metadata. More information about the acronyms used for naming raster files can be seen in the
description of the database.
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Field Name

Description

RasterName
Description
Level

Raster file name
Raster file description
Level of model

FloodType
Probability
EU_RiverBasinCode
UoM

Flood type
Probability
EU River Basin Code
Unit of measure for raster cell values

Below an example on how the data should be completed.
RasterName
DR_L2_RF_02_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

Description

Level

Dragging
2
parameter
Direct
DTDC_L2_RF_02_R
Tangible
ORW11-1-20-132
Damage for
14_B1
Content
Direct
DTDS_L2_RF_02_RO
Tangible
RW11-1-20-132
Damage for
14_B1
Structure

FloodTyp
e

Probabi
lity

EU_RiverBasinCode

River
flood

0.2

RORW11-1-20-1314_B1

0.2

RORW11-1-20-1314_B1

UoM
m3/s
€/m2

River
flood

€/m2
River
flood

0.2

RORW11-1-20-1314_B1
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B

Draft Indicative Damage values and Damage curves for Level 2

Draft indicative values in Euro/m2used for testing the Level 2 data with Adapted Urban Atlas classes
for the maximum damage to structures and the maximum damage to content. These values were used
in this stage for testing the methodology.
To be able to better illustrate the percentage covered with buildings within Urban Fabric classes, all
Urban Fabric Classes and Isolated Structures (11100, 11210, 11220, 11230, 11240 & 11300) were
removed from Urban Atlas classification to be used within the methodology and a new 11000 Urban
Fabric class was added.
For each polygon within the 11000, 12100, 13300, 14200 classes the percentage covered by buildings
within that polygon should be estimated.
Also the class 12100 ”Industrial, commercial, public, military and private units” was split into ”12110 Industrial” and ”12120 - Commercial”, pending to see if necessary to split also ”12130 – Public”.
Table 28 Indicative maximum damage values for level 2 accuracy data used for testing the
methodology
typeOf
Description
Value
Value
Damage curve
Use
%
Element
Structure
Content
building
11000
Urban Fabric
450
300
JRC Residential
Yes
12110
Industrial
300
500
JRC Industrial
Yes
12120
Commercial
500
800
JRC Commercial
Yes
12130
Public
300
500
JRC Industrial
Yes
12210
Fast transit roads 500
0
JRC Infrastructureand associated land
roads
12220
Other roads and 100
0
JRC Infrastructureassociated land
roads
12230
Railways
and 200
0
JRC Infrastructureassociated land
roads
13100
Mineral extraction 1
0
JRC Industrial
and dump sites
13300
Construction sites
5
0
JRC Industrial
13400
Land
without 0
0
JRC Agriculture
current use
14100
Green urban areas
20
0
JRC Agriculture
14200
Sports and leisure 300
50
JRC Agriculture
Yes
facilities
21000
Arable land
0.1
0
JRC Agriculture
22000
Permanent
crops 1
0
JRC Agriculture
(vineyards)
23000
Pastures
0
0
JRC Agriculture
25000
Orchards
0.9
0
JRC Agriculture
31000
Forests
0
0
JRC Agriculture
32000
Herbaceous
0
0
None
vegetation
associations
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33000

40000
50000

Open spaces with 0
little
or
no
vegetation
Wetlands
0
Water bodies
0

0

None

0
0

JRC Agriculture
JRC Agriculture
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C

Draft Indicative Damage values and Damage curves for Level 1

Draft indicative values in Euro/m2used for testing the Level 1 data with Adapted Corine Land Cover
classes, for the maximum damage to structures and the maximum damage to content.
To be able to better illustrate the percentage covered with buildings within Urban Fabric classes, all
Urban Fabric Classes (111, 112) were removed from Corine Land Cover classification to be used within
the methodology and a new 110 Urban Fabric class was added.
For each polygon within the 110, 121, 133 & 142 classes, the percentage covered by buildings within
that polygon should be estimated.
Table 29 Indicative maximum damage values for level 1 accuracy data used for
methodology.
typeOf
Description
Value
Value
Damage curve
Element
Structure
Content
110
Urban Fabric
450
300
JRC Residential
121
Industrial
or 500
300
50%JRC
commercial units
Commercial+
50%JRC Industrial
122
Road
and
rail 300
0
JRC Infrastructurenetworks
and
roads
associated land
131
Mineral extraction and 1
0
JRC Industrial
dump sites
132
Dump sites
0
0
JRC Industrial
133
Construction sites
5
0
JRC Industrial
141
Green urban areas
20
0
JRC Agriculture
142
Sports and leisure 400
100
JRC Agriculture
facilities
210
Arable land
0.1
0
JRC Agriculture
221
Vineyards
1
0
JRC Agriculture
222
Fruit trees and berry 0.9
0
JRC Agriculture
plantations
231
Pastures
0
0
JRC Agriculture
242
Complex cultivation 0.5
0
JRC Agriculture
patterns
310
Forest
0
0
JRC Agriculture
320
Scrub and herbaceous 0
0
None
vegetation
associations
330
Open spaces with little 0
0
None
or no vegetation
410
Wetlands
0
0
JRC Agriculture
500
Water bodies
0
0
JRC Agriculture

testing the
Use
%
building
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
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D

Damage curves

The following damage curves were used for testing the methodology.
CurveId

CurveName

Id

Peak Water depth (m)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5

JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCResidentialBuildings
JRCCommercialBuildings
JRCCommercialBuildings
JRCCommercialBuildings
JRCCommercialBuildings
JRCCommercialBuildings
JRCCommercialBuildings
JRCCommercialBuildings
JRCCommercialBuildings
JRCCommercialBuildings
JRCIndustrialBuildings
JRCIndustrialBuildings
JRCIndustrialBuildings
JRCIndustrialBuildings
JRCIndustrialBuildings
JRCIndustrialBuildings
JRCIndustrialBuildings
JRCIndustrialBuildings
JRCIndustrialBuildings
JRCTransport
JRCTransport
JRCTransport
JRCTransport
JRCTransport
JRCTransport
JRCTransport
JRCTransport
JRCTransport
JRCInfrastructureRoads
JRCInfrastructureRoads
JRCInfrastructureRoads

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3

0
0.5
1
1.5
2
3
4
5
6
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
3
4
5
6
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
3
4
5
6
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
3
4
5
6
0
0.5
1

Vulnerability
assessment (%)
0.00
0.25
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.75
0.85
0.95
1.00
0.00
0.15
0.30
0.45
0.55
0.75
0.90
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.15
0.27
0.40
0.52
0.70
0.85
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.32
0.54
0.70
0.83
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.25
0.42
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5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

JRCInfrastructureRoads
JRCInfrastructureRoads
JRCInfrastructureRoads
JRCInfrastructureRoads
JRCInfrastructureRoads
JRCInfrastructureRoads
JRCAgriculture
JRCAgriculture
JRCAgriculture
JRCAgriculture
JRCAgriculture
JRCAgriculture
JRCAgriculture
JRCAgriculture
JRCAgriculture

4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.5
2
3
4
5
6
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
3
4
5
6

0.55
0.65
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.30
0.55
0.65
0.75
0.85
0.95
1.00
1.00
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E

Percentage of buildings area from the inhabited places area

Using different building sources (National Cadastre Agency, National Cartography Centre, Open Street
Map etc) and a lot of manual work, it has been possible to estimate the surface covered with buildings
in the vicinity of the two areas of interest (Dâmbu and Olănești rivers).
The percentage covered by buildings and various constructions was computed based on the geometry
of inhabited places, not based on Corine Land Cover or Urban Atlas.
Buildings without considering streets = Locality area/Building area
Buildings considering streets = (Locality area – Streets area)/Building area
Streets area was computed by using a buffer of 3.5 meters on streets line feature.
The locality area represents the inhabited surface including streets, houses, annexes, courtyards,
gardens.
It was observed that for urban areas the percentage of built-up area is much higher than in rural areas.
For example, the percentage for Ploiesti city is around 17% while the average urban-rural is around
7% (See image and table below).
It can also be seen that this percentage differs between the plain and the mountain area, in the
mountain area the percentage of coverage with buildings being lower, because the houses are much
more scattered. For example, the percentage for Olănești city is around 5% and the average urbanrural is around 4% (See image and table below).

Figure 71 Buildings coverage in Ploiești Municipality.
Table 30 Percentage covered by buildings in various inhabited places around Ploiești Municipality
Locality
Type
Locality
Street
Building
Buildings
Buildings
area
area
srea
without
considering
considering
streets
streets
Băicoi
Urban 3704615
232711
435589
11.76
12.55
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Bărcăneşti
Berceni
Blejoi
Bordenii Mici
Buchilaşi
Buda
Cartierul
Dâmbu
Cătunu
Ciupelniţa
Cocorăştii
Mislii
Cocoşeşti
Corlăteşti
Cornu de Sus
Dâmbu
Dumbrava
Găgeni
Ghighiu
Goga
Goruna
Lilieşti
Mălăieşti
Moara
Domnească
Moara Nouă
Păuleşti
Păuleştii Noi
Ploieşti
Ploieştiori
Puşcaşi
Râfov
Româneşti
Sârca
Schela
Sicrita
Ţânţăreni
Tătărani
Ţintea
Ţipăreşti
Trestienii de
Jos
Trestienii de
Sus
Tufeni
Zănoaga

Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural

1266519
1131287
3888950
489610
159273
631819
211740

109400
73659
175834
24097
8469
32621
15532

122127
104168
380844
37945
5235
11747
18008

9.64
9.21
9.79
7.75
3.29
1.86
8.50

10.55
9.85
10.26
8.15
3.47
1.96
9.18

Rural
Rural
Rural

394805
318827
970965

21713
23855
59686

27740
23602
106501

7.03
7.40
10.97

7.44
8.00
11.69

Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural

569470
787431
651216
692356
910484
1757820
515653
353101
1058564
1865523
749757
528885

33548
44015
36160
46955
61665
112875
26248
14906
56995
100722
30660
28087

47910
63777
34629
54223
76110
149027
41058
24036
62111
159416
46913
35989

8.41
8.10
5.32
7.83
8.36
8.48
7.96
6.81
5.87
8.55
6.26
6.80

8.94
8.58
5.63
8.40
8.97
9.06
8.39
7.11
6.20
9.03
6.52
7.19

Rural
Rural
Rural
Urban
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural

589936
2026467
963607
35588974
1709635
304884
278517
951837
410844
706849
384027
1020918
1700091
2230148
626056
322852

31636
92542
64633
2873908
112697
12372
17884
54570
13407
44250
23464
67451
95290
129140
29767
28677

63403
127242
104053
6328393
153866
23332
14714
80559
30137
68290
14473
86389
179617
156239
23931
7887

10.75
6.28
10.80
17.78
9.00
7.65
5.28
8.46
7.34
9.66
3.77
8.46
10.57
7.01
3.82
2.44

11.36
6.58
11.57
19.34
9.64
7.98
5.65
8.98
7.58
10.31
4.01
9.06
11.19
7.44
4.01
2.68

Rural

164609

11384

10457

6.35

6.82

Rural
Rural

715316
660924

38375
32496

67309
38166

9.41
5.77

9.94
6.07
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Figure 72 -Inhabited places around Olănești Municipality and Cheia

Table 31 - Percentage covered by buildings in various inhabited places around Olănești Municipality
Locality
Type
Locality
Streets
Buildings
Buildings
Buildings
2
2
2
area (m ) (m )
(m )
without
considering
considering
streets (% from
streets (% from locality)
locality)
Aranghel
Rural
624837
40831
46955
7.51
8.04
Buda
Rural
283326
13790
7643
2.70
2.84
Cheia
Rural
1250090
75510
45516
3.64
3.88
Coasta
Rural
880274
42330
38241
4.34
4.56
Comanca
Rural
195470
7615
2268
1.16
1.21
Dealu
Rural
10467
665
1363
13.02
13.91
Malului
Fundătura
Rural
329568
21372
6500
1.97
2.11
Gura
Rural
353934
13318
4356
1.23
1.28
Suhaşului
Gurguiata
Rural
141540
8489
1586
1.12
1.19
Livadia
Rural
896704
82449
89093
9.94
10.94
Moşoroaşa
Rural
670271
19200
4132
0.62
0.63
Olăneşti
Urban 1336551
86482
81779
6.12
6.54
PăuşeştiRural
931233
52774
50384
5.41
5.74
Măglaşi
Pietrari
Rural
1129872
57038
31651
2.80
2.95
Pietrişu
Rural
328086
14029
4822
1.47
1.54
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Pleaşa
Poenari
Priba
Priporu
Râmnicu
Vâlcea
Tisa
Trundin
Ulmeţel
Valea Cheii
Vlădeşti
Vlăduceni

Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Urban

152777
827296
439514
587079
9037479

6744
56219
17585
27158
788758

3277
40646
10396
11966
1292000.

2.14
4.91
2.37
2.04
14.30

2.24
5.27
2.46
2.14
15.66

Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural

106743
153243
202224
1172378
2717736
1648780

5678
13147
8824
57708
205558
91284

2355
3829
7648
50325
165519
45567

2.21
2.50
3.78
4.29
6.09
2.76

2.33
2.73
3.95
4.51
6.59
2.93

Some localities have a small inhabited surface, especially in the mountain area (See the image below
for the locality Dealu Malului with an area around 1 Ha).

Figure 73 Inhabited places around Dealu Malului
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It may be also observed that neither the boundaries of the inhabited places and neither the footprints
of the buildings are perfect, but the method allows a more precise estimation than the one that was
used in Urban Atlas. For example, in Ploiești city many census blocks have percentages more than 80%
in Urban Atlas, even if the average was determined to be less than 20% for entire city.
Small percentages of buildings also indicate that the Urban Atlas classes for Urban Fabric should be redesigned, either by using different classes with smaller percentages, either by using a single class and
the percentage to be a separate attribute. The second option was considered within the proposed
methodology.
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F

Draft values and damage curves for Level 3

Draft indicative values in Euro/m2used for testing the Level 3 data with Adapted Urban Atlas classes
for the maximum damage to structures and the maximum damage to content.
Typeof
Element
61000
61100
61110
61120
61130
61140
61200
61210
61220
62000
62500
62100
62220
62230
62510
62520
62530
62540
62300
62310
62320
62330
62340
62350
62360
62370
62380
62390
62400
62410
62420
62430
62440

Description

Value
structure

Value
content

Damage
curve

Residential building - unknown
Residential house or Annex
Residential house (groundfloor)
Residential house (1 or more floors)
Annexes (incl. garages situated around residential
Block of flats)
Rudimentary dwelling
Residential block of flats
Residential block of flats without commercial
activity
Residential block of flats with commercial activity
Commercial unknown
Services (I.e.: Hair Salon, Car Wash)
Hotel (not large)
Café/restaurant
Warehouse
Driving school
Car wash
Gas Station
Post Office
Retail
Kiosk
Retail small (ministore, grocesries market)
Retail large
Supermarket
Hypermarket
Commercial building with basement (malls,
significant commercial stores)
Large Storage Depot
Commercial annexes (Containers)
Car showroom
Offices
Small Office
Large Office
Office Block
Large Office Block
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62450
63000
63100
63110
63120
63130
63140
63150
63200
63210
63220
63230
63240
63300
63310
63320
64000
64100
64110
64120
64130
64140
64200
64210
64211
64212
64213
64300
64310
64320
64330
64340
64350
64400
64410
64420
64430
64440
64450
64460

Bank/Building Soc
Recreation and enterntainment unknown (i.e.:
Sports center)
Sport related
Stadium
Indoor sports
Outdoor sports
Recreational and leisure park
Zoo
Cultural
Museum
Theatre
Cinema
Opera
Heritage
UNESCO monuments
Monuments
Governmental and utility construction unknown
General governmental building (court, town court,
county council, etc)
Town Court
Town Hall
Administration buildings (I.e.: Public Health)
Social canteen
Health
Hospital
Hospital Annexes
Medical offices
Pharmacy
Safety
Police
Penitenciary
Military base
Fire brigade /station
Prison
Education unknown (i.e. : Kindergarden, School,
University)
Kindergartens, primary and secondary schools (a
school with all levels)
Kindergarden
Primary school
Secondary School
Highschool
University
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64470
64480
64500
65000
65110
65120
65130
65140
65150
65160
66000
66100
66110
66120
66130
66140
66200
66210
66220
66230
66240
66250
66260
66300
67000
67100
67200
67300
67400
67500
67600
67700
67800

Sports holl
Library
Religious (i.e.: church, monastery)
Transport unknown (i.e. Depot buildings)
Transport administrative buildings
Transport annexes
Bus terminal
Train Station
Bus Depot
Tram Depot
Infrastructure
Utility
Water treatment plant
Waste water treatment plant
Solar panel electricity plant
Thermal point for residential blocks
Flood protection infrastructure (i.e.: leeves, dykes,
dams)
Bridge
Culvert
Dike
Dam
High voltage pole
Medium voltage pole
Infrastructure annexes (i.e.: Solar panel annexes metal container)
Industrial unknown (i.e.: Production industry,
Construction industry)
Production industry (food, drug, chemicals)
Metal and mineral industry
Technological industry
Construction industry
Metal factory
Ligth industry - general
Heavy industry - general
Industrial annexes
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G

Analysis of locality boundaries according to Corine Land Cover, Urban Atlas and

other sources and percentage of coverage with buildings
To determine the boundaries of the localities from Corine Land Cover, Urban Atlas and a Corine Land
Cover version modified by National Institute of Hydrology and Water Management (INHGA), the
following classes were used:
Corine Land Cover
112 – Discontinuous urban fabric
121 – Industrial or commercial units
122 - Road and rail networks and associated land
141 – Green urban areas
142 – Sports and leisure facilities
Urban Atlas
11100 - Continuous urban fabric (S.L. : > 80%)
11210 - Discontinuous dense urban fabric (S.L. : 50% - 80%)
11220 - Discontinuous medium density urban fabric (S.L. : 30% - 50%)
11230 - Discontinuous low density urban fabric (S.L. : 10% - 30%)
11240 - Discontinuous very low density urban fabric (S.L. : < 10%)
11300 - Isolated structures
12100 - Industrial, commercial, public, military and private units
12210 - Fast transit roads and associated land
12220 - Other roads and associated land
12230 - Railways and associated land
14100 - Green urban areas
14200 - Sports and leisure facilities
Corine Land Cover INHGA
112 - Discontinuous urban fabric
112A - Land on the edge of the localities
121 - Industrial or commercial units
122 - Road and rail networks and associated land
122C - Road Network - Communal roads (DC)
122J - Road Network - County roads (DJ)
122N - Road Network - Highways (A), European roads (DE), National roads (DN)
122S - Road Network - Streets and unclassified roads
The data set “Corine Land Cover” received from INHGA, the category 122 - Road and rail networks and
associated land was split in other 4 categories and a new one was added (see above).
The boundaries of inhabited places received from World Bank indicate significantly larger areas of the
localities, compared to other geometries, including large areas where buildings do not exist, including
most probably areas where construction of new buildings is allowed. For the World Bank geometries,
the percentage covered with buildings is less than 5% in selected villages and 12% in Ploiești
Municipality.
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The Essensys boundaries of the inhabited places are better reflecting the built-up area, but still
contains the courtyards in the villages. For the Essensys geometries, the percentage covered with
buildings is about 10% in selected villages and 18% in Ploiești Municipality.
Several localities were analysed, and the result can be seen in the images and the table below. It can
be observed that there are differences regarding the limit of the inhabited areas and the percentage
of coverage with buildings.
It can be also observed that the classes used in Urban Atlas are not suitable as the percentage of the
area covered with buildings is much lower. It may be also observed that areas with houses were not
correctly assigned in Urban Atlas, so this product can be used only for the geometries, not for the
attributes.

Figure 74 Various limits of Ploiești Municipality
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Figure 75 Various limits of Bărcănești

Figure 76 Various limits of Berceni
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Figure 77 Various limits of Corlătești

Figure 78 Various limits of Ghighiu
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Figure 79 Various limits of Românești

Figure 80 Various limits of Tătărani
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Table 32 Accuracy levels of data from different sources
Bărcăneşti Berceni

World
Bank

Locality
area
(m2)
5161735
Buildings
(m2)
141243
Buildings
(%)
2.74

Corine
Land
Cover

Locality
area
(m2)
1069315
Buildings
(m2)
112822
Buildings
(%)
10.55

Urban
Atlas

Locality
area
(m2)
1163120
Buildings
(m2)
119843
Buildings
(%)
10.30

Corine
Land
Cover
INHGA

Locality
area
(m2)
1127601
Buildings
(m2)
114965
Buildings
(%)
10.20

Locality
area
(m2)
1266520
Buildings
(m2)
122127
Buildings
Essensys (%)
9.64

Corlăteşti Ghighiu

Ploieşti

Româneşti Tătărani

2617092 1822098

1344562 52671699 1949184

3921911

114282

65526

39714

6250757

65800

180951

4.37

3.60

2.95

11.87

3.38

4.61

927573

636937

358201

37101125 976948

1367113

95562

43528

30113

6327474

98198

149162

10.30

6.83

8.41

17.05

10.05

10.91

1308327 745968

502607

34373907 1338178

1599950

116303

50469

39185

6281594

105590

173340

8.89

6.77

7.80

18.27

7.89

10.83

965916

736107

408488

33616623 945306

1344895

90292

59323

37467

5953865

79602

154419

9.35

8.06

9.17

17.71

8.42

11.48

1131287 787431

515654

35588974 951837

1700092

104168

63777

41058

6328393

80559

179617

9.21

8.10

7.96

17.78

8.46

10.57

It can be seen how the degree of accuracy differs, so the green colour represents a high degree of
accuracy, with blue is high to good, with yellow a good degree of accuracy, with orange a medium
degree of accuracy and with red a low degree of accuracy.
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H

Detailed SUFRI methodology

For elaborating the Flood risk maps illustrating the Loss of Life it is possible to use “A GIS-based model
to estimate flood consequences and the degree of accessibility and operability of strategic emergency
response structures in urban areas, Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 14, 2847-2865, doi:10.5194/nhess14-2847-2014”, Albano, R., Sole, A., Adamowski, J., and Mancusi, L., 2014, that was developed based
on the 2012 EU funded SUFRI methodology for pluvial and river flooding risk assessment in urban areas
to inform decision-making financed under the EU 2nd ERA-NET CRUE Research Funding Initiative Flood
resilient
communities
–
managing
the
consequences
of
flooding.
(https://www.academia.edu/24278702/A_quantitative_flood_risk_analysis_methodology_for_urban
_areas_with_integration_of_social_research_data)
This model is using as input:
• the population distribution in polygons (census blocks). Urban Atlas holds such data indicating how
many people are resident/present in each polygon.
• the peak water depth raster data.
• the peak water velocity raster data.
• a polygon feature type storing the warning time in hours (time between the warning and when the
flood arrives).
• the degree of readiness of population. To each of the ten categories, depending on the warning
time and flood severity (from the hazard data) it corresponds a certain fatality rate.
The algorithm from the SUFRI Project is described at https://www.nat-hazards-earth-systsci.net/12/2843/2012/nhess-12-2843-2012.pdf.
As a first step, it computes the Flood severity level for each pixel in the raster based on the following
chart (Escuder-Bueno et al, 2011), where:
S0 – No victims are expected
S1 – Low severity
S2 – Medium severity
S3 - High severity
S4 – Extreme severity

Figure 81 Fluvial floods severity levels based on water depth and water velocity
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Based on the values provided in the warning time polygon features and the Flood Severity level, the
fatality rate is then computed for each pixel according to the values in the table below. One of the C1C10 categories should be provided by user.
Example of severity flood severity levels based on peak water depth and peak water velocity:
Table 33 Illustration of flood severity levels based on water depth and water velocity
Peak water depth (m) Peak water velocity (m.s) Flood severity level
1.1
1.1
High
0.9
1.4
High
0.6
1.6
High
0.4
2
High
0.9
1
Medium
0.3
1.7
Medium
0.7
1
Low
1.5
0.4
Low
0.4
1
No victims

Figure 82 Mortality rate (%) based on flood severity level warning time and people & authorities’
preparedness for floods.
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For example, where the water depth is more than 1 meter, the flood severity will be considered high
and in case that the warning time is 1.5 hours, the fatality rate will be 0.3 for any C1-C3 case.
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Risk Raster Results for Dâmbu river

RasterName

Description

DR_L2_RF_02_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

Dragging
parameter
Direct
Tangible
Damage for
Content
Direct
Tangible
Damage for
Structure

DTDC_L2_RF_02_RO
RW11-1-20-1314_B1
DTDS_L2_RF_02_RO
RW11-1-20-1314_B1
LL_L2_RF_02_RORW
11-1-20-13-14_B1

Loss of Life

Population
with Mental
Health
issues
MI_L2_RF_02_ROR
Morbidity
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 and Injuries
PD_L2_RF_02_ROR
Peak Depth
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 of the flood
PR_L2_RF_02_RORW Population
11-1-20-13-14_B1
at Risk
Peak
PV_L2_RF_02_ROR
Velocity of
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
the flood
TDID_L2_RF_02_RO
Total Direct
RW11-1-20-13Intangible
14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
TDIID_L2_RF_02_RO
& Indirect
RW11-1-20-13Intangible
14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
TDITD_L2_RF_02_RO
& Indirect
RW11-1-20-13Tangible
14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
TDITID_L2_RF_02_R
& Indirect,
ORW11-1-20-13Tangible
14_B1
and
MH_L2_RF_02_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

Level

FloodType

2

River flood

Probab EU_RiverBasinCo
ility
de
RORW11-1-200.2
13-14_B1

UoM
m3/s
€/m2

2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

0.2

2

River flood

0.2

2

River flood

0.2

2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

people/
km2
people/
km2

people/
km2
m
people/
km2
m/s

€/m2

€/m2
2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2
2

River flood
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TDTD_L2_RF_02_RO
RW11-1-20-1314_B1
TIID_L2_RF_02_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

TITD_L2_RF_02_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

VUL_C_L2_RF_02_R
ORW11-1-20-1314_B1

VUL_S_L2_RF_02_R
ORW11-1-20-1314_B1

DR_L2_RF_05_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
DTDC_L2_RF_05_RO
RW11-1-20-1314_B1
DTDS_L2_RF_05_RO
RW11-1-20-1314_B1
LL_L2_RF_05_RORW
11-1-20-13-14_B1
MH_L2_RF_05_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
MI_L2_RF_05_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
PD_L2_RF_05_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

Intangible
Damage
Total Direct
Tangible
Damage
Total
Indirect
Intangible
Damage
Total
Indirect
Tangible
Damage
Intensity of
the
Vulnerabilit
y
assessment
for content
Intensity of
the
Vulnerabilit
y
assessment
for
structure
Dragging
parameter
Direct
Tangible
Damage for
Content
Direct
Tangible
Damage for
Structure
Loss of Life
Population
with Mental
Health
issues
Morbidity
and Injuries
Peak Depth
of the flood

2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2

€/m2
2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2
2

River flood

%
2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

%

2

River flood

0.2

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

m3/s
€/m2

2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

0.5

2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

people/
km2
people/
km2

people/
km2
m
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PR_L2_RF_05_RORW Population
11-1-20-13-14_B1
at Risk
Peak
PV_L2_RF_05_ROR
Velocity of
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
the flood
TDID_L2_RF_05_RO
Total Direct
RW11-1-20-13Intangible
14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
TDIID_L2_RF_05_RO
& Indirect
RW11-1-20-13Intangible
14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
TDITD_L2_RF_05_RO
& Indirect
RW11-1-20-13Tangible
14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
& Indirect,
TDITID_L2_RF_05_R
Tangible
ORW11-1-20-13and
14_B1
Intangible
Damage
TDTD_L2_RF_05_RO Total Direct
RW11-1-20-13Tangible
14_B1
Damage
Total
TIID_L2_RF_05_ROR Indirect
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Intangible
Damage
Total
TITD_L2_RF_05_ROR Indirect
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Tangible
Damage
Intensity of
the
VUL_C_L2_RF_05_R
Vulnerabilit
ORW11-1-20-13y
14_B1
assessment
for content
Intensity of
the
VUL_S_L2_RF_05_R
Vulnerabilit
ORW11-1-20-13y
14_B1
assessment
for
structure

2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

people/
km2
m/s

€/m2

€/m2
2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2
2

River flood

€/m2
2

2

River flood

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2

€/m2
2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2
2

River flood

%
2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

%

2

River flood

0.5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
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DR_L2_RF_1_RORW
11-1-20-13-14_B1
DTDC_L2_RF_1_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

DTDS_L2_RF_1_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
LL_L2_RF_1_RORW1
1-1-20-13-14_B1

Dragging
parameter
Direct
Tangible
Damage for
Content
Direct
Tangible
Damage for
Structure
Loss of Life

Population
with Mental
Health
issues
MI_L2_RF_1_RORW Morbidity
11-1-20-13-14_B1
and Injuries
PD_L2_RF_1_RORW Peak Depth
11-1-20-13-14_B1
of the flood
PR_L2_RF_1_RORW1 Population
1-1-20-13-14_B1
at Risk
Peak
PV_L2_RF_1_RORW
Velocity of
11-1-20-13-14_B1
the flood
Total Direct
TDID_L2_RF_1_ROR
Intangible
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
TDIID_L2_RF_1_ROR & Indirect
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Intangible
Damage
Total Direct
TDITD_L2_RF_1_ROR & Indirect
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Tangible
Damage
Total Direct
& Indirect,
TDITID_L2_RF_1_RO
Tangible
RW11-1-20-13and
14_B1
Intangible
Damage
Total Direct
TDTD_L2_RF_1_ROR
Tangible
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
Damage
TIID_L2_RF_1_ROR
Total
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Indirect
MH_L2_RF_1_RORW
11-1-20-13-14_B1

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

m3/s
€/m2

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

1

2

River flood

1

2

River flood

1

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

people/
km2
people/
km2

people/
km2
m
people/
km2
m/s

€/m2

€/m2
2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2

€/m2
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TITD_L2_RF_1_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

VUL_C_L2_RF_1_RO
RW11-1-20-1314_B1

VUL_S_L2_RF_1_RO
RW11-1-20-1314_B1

DR_L2_RF_5_RORW
11-1-20-13-14_B1
DTDC_L2_RF_5_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

DTDS_L2_RF_5_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
LL_L2_RF_5_RORW1
1-1-20-13-14_B1

Intangible
Damage
Total
Indirect
Tangible
Damage
Intensity of
the
Vulnerabilit
y
assessment
for content
Intensity of
the
Vulnerabilit
y
assessment
for
structure
Dragging
parameter
Direct
Tangible
Damage for
Content
Direct
Tangible
Damage for
Structure
Loss of Life

Population
MH_L2_RF_5_RORW with Mental
11-1-20-13-14_B1
Health
issues
MI_L2_RF_5_RORW Morbidity
11-1-20-13-14_B1
and Injuries
PD_L2_RF_5_RORW Peak Depth
11-1-20-13-14_B1
of the flood
PR_L2_RF_5_RORW1 Population
1-1-20-13-14_B1
at Risk
Peak
PV_L2_RF_5_RORW
Velocity of
11-1-20-13-14_B1
the flood
Total Direct
TDID_L2_RF_5_ROR
Intangible
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
Damage

€/m2
2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
%

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

%

2

River flood

1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

m3/s
€/m2

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

5

2

River flood

5

2

River flood

5

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

people/
km2
people/
km2

people/
km2
m
people/
km2
m/s

€/m2
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Total Direct
& Indirect
Intangible
Damage
Total Direct
TDITD_L2_RF_5_ROR & Indirect
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Tangible
Damage
Total Direct
& Indirect,
TDITID_L2_RF_5_RO
Tangible
RW11-1-20-13and
14_B1
Intangible
Damage
Total Direct
TDTD_L2_RF_5_ROR
Tangible
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
Damage
Total
TIID_L2_RF_5_ROR
Indirect
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Intangible
Damage
Total
TITD_L2_RF_5_ROR
Indirect
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Tangible
Damage
Intensity of
the
VUL_C_L2_RF_5_RO
Vulnerabilit
RW11-1-20-13y
14_B1
assessment
for content
Intensity of
the
VUL_S_L2_RF_5_RO Vulnerabilit
RW11-1-20-13y
14_B1
assessment
for
structure
DR_L2_RF_10_ROR
Dragging
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 parameter
Direct
DTDC_L2_RF_10_RO
Tangible
RW11-1-20-13Damage for
14_B1
Content
DTDS_L2_RF_10_RO
Direct
RW11-1-20-13Tangible
14_B1
TDIID_L2_RF_5_ROR
W11-1-20-13-14_B1

€/m2
2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2

€/m2
2

River flood

€/m2
2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
%

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

%

2

River flood

5

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

m3/s
€/m2

2

2

River flood

River flood

€/m2
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Damage for
Structure
LL_L2_RF_10_RORW
11-1-20-13-14_B1

Loss of Life

Population
MH_L2_RF_10_ROR with Mental
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Health
issues
MI_L2_RF_10_ROR
Morbidity
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 and Injuries
PD_L2_RF_10_ROR
Peak Depth
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 of the flood
PR_L2_RF_10_RORW Population
11-1-20-13-14_B1
at Risk
Peak
PV_L2_RF_10_ROR
Velocity of
W11-1-20-13-14_B1
the flood
TDID_L2_RF_10_RO
Total Direct
RW11-1-20-13Intangible
14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
TDIID_L2_RF_10_RO
& Indirect
RW11-1-20-13Intangible
14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
TDITD_L2_RF_10_RO
& Indirect
RW11-1-20-13Tangible
14_B1
Damage
Total Direct
& Indirect,
TDITID_L2_RF_10_R
Tangible
ORW11-1-20-13and
14_B1
Intangible
Damage
TDTD_L2_RF_10_RO Total Direct
RW11-1-20-13Tangible
14_B1
Damage
Total
TIID_L2_RF_10_ROR Indirect
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Intangible
Damage
Total
TITD_L2_RF_10_ROR Indirect
W11-1-20-13-14_B1 Tangible
Damage

2

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

10

2

River flood

10

2

River flood

10

2

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

2

River flood

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

people/
km2
people/
km2

people/
km2
m
people/
km2
m/s

€/m2

€/m2
2

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2
2

River flood

€/m2
2

2

River flood

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2

€/m2
2

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
€/m2

2

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
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VUL_C_L2_RF_10_R
ORW11-1-20-1314_B1

VUL_S_L2_RF_10_R
ORW11-1-20-1314_B1

EAD_RORW11-1-2013-14_B1
APLOL_RORW11-120-13-14_B1

Intensity of
the
Vulnerabilit
y
assessment
for content
Intensity of
the
Vulnerabilit
y
assessment
for
structure
Expected
Annual
Damage
Annual
probable
loss of life

%
2

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

%

2

2

2

River flood

River flood

River flood

10

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

<Null>

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

<Null>

RORW11-1-2013-14_B1

€/m2

people/
km2
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J

Precipitation used as input data for the Dâmbu hazard map for all probabilities

The illustration above could explain why the Total Damage for 10% probability so high compared with
the 0.2% probability.
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Analyses of the impact of the cell size on risk assessment

Introduction
The objective of this analysis is to assess the impact of using different cell sizes for computing the flood
hazard maps and the level of detail for the exposed elements.
During the first pilot, the flood risk assessment was carried out with 2x2 grids. Calculation times will
drastically be reduced if bigger grids are used in the assessment. This memo describes the impact of
changing the cell sizes on the flood risk. This analysis is part of the flood risk evaluation in the frame
of the project “Developing for Romania a methodology for building and the development of a
comprehensive flood damage and loss database and a methodology for producing flood risk maps”.

Scenario’s
The scenarios for which the analysis was done are:
• Hazard maps with a 2m resolution. The river (containing higher water depths and velocities)
is included in the hazard rasters.
• Hazard maps with a 2m resolution. The river is excluded from the hazard raster files.
• Hazard maps with different resolutions. Tests were carried out for the following resolutions:
4m, 8m, 16m, 32m and 50m.
• Level 1 dataset concerning exposed elements.
• Level 2 dataset concerning exposed elements.
• Level 3 dataset concerning exposed elements
The calculated risk is the Total Tangible Damage, the TTD.
Computation time is largely influenced by the computation power available. The machine running the
scenarios is equipped with the following:
AMD Ryzen 9 3950X 16 core Processor
64 GB RAM
2 x NVidia 2080 GPU’s running in SLI
2TB SSD.
Different computation will be reached when running the scenarios on a machine with different
specifications. A general rule from our simulations were that a minimum of 16 GB RAM is needed to
be able to run the scenarios (24 or even 32GB would be recommended for this process).

Results
The results after running the scenarios excluding and including the river channel with a 2x2 m
resolution are summarized in the table below.
(the numbers differ from the main report, as updated hazard maps were used in this analysis).
Table 34 Comparison between hazard maps including and excluding the river channel
Probability Resolution
Value incl river [x106 Value excl river[x106 Diff. [x106
[%]
[m]
euro]
euro]
euro]
10
2
82.92
74.72
8.20
5
2
147.05
137.54
9.51

Diff.
[%]
10.97
6.92
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1
0.5

2
2

236.47
297.98

225.69
286.45

10.78
11.53

4.78
4.02

0.2

2

322.83

310.92

11.91

3.83

Conclusion: Taking the river channel into account makes a difference between 4 – 10 % in flood risk.
The results after running the for three different levels, with a 2x2 m resolution are summarized in the
table below.
Table 35 Comparison between different levels of detail regarding exposed elements
Probability
Resolution
Value Level 1 [x106 Value Level 2 [x106 Value Level 3 [x106
[%]
[m]
euro]
euro]
euro]
10
2
73.87
74.72
62.06
5
2
135.68
137.54
118.53
1
2
213.92
225.69
192.90
0.5
2
266.65
286.45
240.54
0.2
2
289.61
310.92
260.13
The flood risk for three different levels, with different resolution are summarized in the table below.
Table 36 Flood risk – TTD component, using different resolutions and levels of detail for exposed
elements
Resolution [m]
2
4
8
16
32

Value Level 1 [x106 euro]
213.92
214.00
213.85
213.94
214.17

Value Level 2 [x106 euro]
225.69125
227.184625
224.970625
225.246125
223.434375

Value Level 3 [x106 euro]
192.903875
194.159625
192.245375
192.96
190.644125

50

214.76

231.96775

194.13075

Table 37 Differences between various resolutions per level of detail of exposed elements
Resolution [m]
2
4
8
16
32
50

Diff. Level 1 [%]
0
0.04
-0.03
0.01
0.12
0.39

Diff. Level 2 [%]
0
0.66
-0.32
-0.20
-1.00
2.78

Diff. Level 3 [%]
0
0.65
-0.34
0.03
-1.17
0.64

Conclusions are:
The difference in flood risk between the three levels, using a 2 by 2 raster, is around 20%
Changing the resolution, the maximum difference in flood risk for the same level of detail is less than 3 %.
An additional test was carried out in order to identify the impact of changing cell size on the maps. It
demonstrates that using a large cell size leads to a coarse generalization of the exposed elements. This
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can be observed from the output damage maps obtained from the flood risk assessment. In the images
below a series of screen shots are presented. The area covered by the screen shots is in Ploiesti and
has been chosen for this purpose due to the high density of buildings and infrastructure works.

Figure 83 Output damage map for a 50 x 50m hazard map input

Figure 84 Output damage map for a 16 x 16m hazard map input
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Figure 85 Output damage map for a 8 x 8m hazard map input

Figure 86 Output damage map for a 4 x 4m hazard map input
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Figure 87 Output damage map for a 2 x 2m hazard map input
On each of the 5 maps we can see the exposed elements that are being generalized depending on the
input files cell size and the original exposed elements file (green outline polygon). It is clear that up to
a 8 by 8 meters resolution there is a visible demarcation of the buildings and roads, and upwards of
8x8m cell size some of the vulnerable elements classes are being faded out due to the smaller area of
buildings compared to the surrounding land. This aspect is clear once we compute the total surface of
the affected buildings resulted from the flood risk assessment with the number of buildings used in
the input vulnerable elements file. For example, when using a 16x16m hazard file, out of a total of
1928 buildings (that are within the flood extent with a return period of 10 years), only the equivalent
surface of 617 buildings is taken into account in the total damage assessment. The total area with
building in both cases are the same, but the distribution is lost.

Conclusions
On river channel
It is recommended to exclude the river channel from the hazard raster files (water depths and
velocities) when computing the flood risk maps. This to avoid that damage values are generated for
the river channel leading to an overall unrealistic increase in the total damage.
The tests revealed that for higher probabilities, due to the flood extent being smaller than for low
probabilities, the differences between the total tangible damage when including the river channel is
much higher than the total tangible damage when excluding the river channel. These differences
decrease together with the probability.
On TTD for 3 levels
In terms of comparing the total tangible damage for the 3 levels of detail for exposed elements, we
observe similar values for Level 1 and 2 and lower damage values for Level 3.
Values for Level 3 are smaller because the level of detail in urban areas is higher than for Level 1 and
2 and the assessment of the total tangible damage is probably more accurate. The downside of using
Level 3 exposure data is that the necessary data is not always available. Taking into account the
differences in the TTD (maximum 20%) the resources to create Level 3 data may not be justified if it is
used for flood risk mapping only.
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On impact of cell size
In order to reduce the computation time of the flood risk different resolutions for the input hazard
data were used to assess the total tangible damage, varying from 2 to 50m cell size. For all three levels
of detail differences below 3% were obtained. It is estimated that these small differences are justified
by the aggregation of exposed elements for the first pilot area on Dambu river. The output damage
maps reveal that the change in raster cell size lead to inaccurate results when it comes to the
distribution of the total tangible damage. It can be seen from the 5 figures that the cell size affects
the way the exposed elements are generalized and is clear that for a large cell size not all the
vulnerable elements classes are being considered in the computation. This is due to the fact that one
50 by 50 meters element area could cover multiple elements classes (such as residential houses,
annexes, roads, etc.).
On computation time
Simulation using 2x2 raster is about 45 minutes. Same process for 8x8 takes less than 10 minutes. So,
without making any compromises to the output, we can save about 80 % of computation time.
Recommendations
The tests and presented images conclude that at a resolution over 8 meters some of the classes are
being faded out and the generalization is coarser so that there is not a clear line between different
classes.
This leads to the conclusion that when using Level 1 and 2 for the exposed elements the cell size should
not be greater than 16m with a recommended value of 8m. Furthermore, when using Level 3 for the
exposed elements the cell size should not be greater than 8m, with a recommended value of 4m.
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